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ABSTRACT

The radiation induced oxidatÍon of 2-propanol by hydrogen
peroxide in neutral deaerated aqueous soLution has been
ínvestigated. under these condÍtlons 2-propanol was oxidÍzed to
acetone and hydrogen peroxide r¿as removed in stofchionetrically
equivalent high yields. The yields r^rere independent of hydrogen
peroxide in the range 5 x 10-2 M to l0-3 yt H2o2, and linearly
dependent on 2-propanol concentration in the range 0.13 to l.o5 M

2-propanol. The peroxide destructíon and acetone formation yields
shor¡ed an unusual dose rate effecË.

A mechanism r¡¡as proposed to explain these results. rnitially,
oH radicals can abstract s- or g-hydrogens from 2-propanol to
forn (cHr)¿ôon and cHr(ðH2)cHoII respecrively. Acerone eras formed
by the subsequent stoíchfometric reactfon of. Hro, wÍth (cH3)rcon.

(cnr)röou + Hzoz -> (cH3)2co + oH + Hzo

The radical, cH3{ðHr)cnou, may abstract an o-hydrogen from the
parent alcohol or undergo a bímol-ecular termination reaction.

cH3(ôH2)cHoH + (cH3)2cHoH +(crir)2cHoH + (cnr)rðon

2 CH3(¿H2)CHOH + 2,S-Hexanediot, or (cHr)rCo + (CII3)2CHOH

The radÍatlon induced oxfdation of ethanol and methanol
v¡as studied to test the general-íty of the above nechanism. Ethanol
and methanol were oxidÍzed to the respectfve aldehyde and hydrogen
peroxide \'ras removed in stoichÍonetrically equivalent chal.n
yields in each case. The results from ethanol, which can form two
distinct radÍcals ( .cH2cH2oH and cH3cHoH),r¡rere similar to those
from 2-propanol indicating that the mechanism used to expl-ain
the oxÍdation of 2-propanol can be extended to ethanol.

rn the case of methanol, whích can form one radical species



only ('CH2OII), the rate of peroxide removal was independent of
methanol concentration and shows a first order dependence on
peroxide concentration and a square root dependence on dose rate.
The contrast r,7ith the results from ethanoL and 2-propanol was
clearly evident.

The presence of thiols (l-propanethÍol, 2-propanethiol)
as addÍtives has been found Èo inhibit the y-radiation Índuced
chain oxidation of 2-propanol by Hzoz. rt r¿as suggested that the
presence of thiols protects the 2-propanol substrate fron radiation
damage by hydrogen transfer fro¡n the unlonized sulphydryl group
ín a reaction of the type,

lctt"¡,,öou + RSH -> (cu^¡^cHoH + RS.J ¿ ' 3'Z- --

Evidence for thís reaction r^'as summarized and a mechanism
proposed to account for the inhibÍtion of the chain reactíon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RadÍation chemistry is the study of the che¡nical effects
produced in a system by the absorptíon of ionizfng radiation.
Types of ionÍzing radiatÍon lnclude electromagnetíc radiation
(y-rays, X-rays) and radiatÍon of a corpuscular nature, (a-
partÍcles, ß-partÍcles, protons and fission fragments).

1.1 InteractÍon of lonizing Radiatíon with Matter

A knowledge of Èhe processes by r.rhich radiatÍon interacts
wÍth matter is essentíal, since the chemical effect,s produced
Ín a system are a direct result of the a:bsorption of energy fron
the radiaÈion. Because this r¡ork involves the use of co60 ganme

radiatíon exclusÍvery, only the interaction of electromagnetÍc
radiation vrith matter r.rill_ be considered.

The physics of the interactLon of .y-radiation rrríth naÈter
has been ful-ly dÍscussed elsewhere (Lrz,3). BrÍefly, photons of
electromagnetic radiation tend to lose a relatível_y large amount
of energy whenever they interact qrith matter. The loss of energy
can occur by three processes:
(f) Photoelectrf.c Absorption. This process Ís important for
radiatlon of low energy and materiaL of high atomÍc nr¡mber. A
photon of radiation fs absorbed by an atom wíth the ejection of
a fast electron, usually from one of the lnner sherls. The

electron bears all the energy of the incident photon minus the
binding energy of the eJected electron.
(ii) conpton scatterint. rn conpton scattering the photons lose
part of their energy by eJecting electrons from atoms. compton
scatterÍng is the principal process occurring when co60 gamtra

raysr rufth an average energy of 1.25 Mev, interact rrrith water or
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other substances of loer atomfc number.
(iii) PaÍr Production. The y-ray photon produces a positron-
electron pair withín the medium by thís process. pair production
cannot occur at photon energies < 1.02 Mev and is significant
for photon energfes > 10 Mev. pair production ls therefore
unimportant in Co60 y-rrdiolysis experiments.

Gamma rays, whether by photoelectric absorption, Compton

scattering or pair production, give rLse to fast electrons
within the irradiated medium. These electrons have considerable
energy ranglng up to almost the entire energy of the orfglnal
photon. The energy required to produce chemical change is onl_y a
few ev per molecule, hence a fast el-ect,ron is capabl_e of altering
several thousand molecules. The chief process by which fast
electrons cause chemical- change is by interaction with the outer
electrons of atoms in the absorber. The outer electrons are either
excited to higher energy levels or ejected from their atoms or
molecules to Leave positive ions. Thís interaction of fast eLectrons
is non-specific.

Ejected (secondary) el_ectrons with hfgh energies can
further interact with atosìs as described above. other secondary
electrons wfth low energy but still in excess of -100 ev form a
branch or "delta" rry on the prirnary track as they lose their
energy by ionization. rt has been calculated (2) that about one

half of the total number of fonizatlons produced by a prÍrnary
particle are to be found fn the tracks of ô-rays.

secondary electrons with energÍes < 100 ev have a short
range in líquid or solid materials and any secondary ionizations
that they produce will be situaËed close to the origlnaL
ionization glving a srnall cluster or "spur" of excited and

ÍonÍzed species. The greater part of the total- ionizatÍon in
matter is caused by slow el-ectrons either in spurs or along
6-ray tracks. Eventually, the energy of the slow electrons is
less than the lowest ionlzation potential of the medium and
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excitation al-one occurs es the electrons are captured by

molecules or posf tive ions.
The nature of the ionized or excited intemedfates and

their consequent reactions depends on the character of the

absorber. The specific case of aqueous solutions where r¿ater is
the main absorber Ís now discussed.

1.2 y-Radiolysis of trlater and Aqueous Solutions

^60Co-- y-rays interact wlth hrater and aqueous sol-uÈions

principally by Compton scattering. The fast electrons so formed

pass through the liquid losing energy to the molecules either by

excitation or by ejectíng secondary eLectrons. Since thís
process is non-specific, the prÍmary species formed are mainly

those derived from water since Lt forms the bulk of the medium.

the less energetic secondary electrons produce l-ocallzed

concentratÍons of radicaLs and fons ín the n¡ediurn. Mozumder and

Magee (4r5) have described this process of spur or cluster
formatíon. IniÈially within the spur will be present ionized
r^rater molecules (HZO+), electrons (e-) with an average energy of
about 40 eV and excited water molecules (ttroo).

{f } H2o --.^/vr ,2o*, e-, Hro*

+
The HrO' íons can react very rapidly with tüater molecules.

+.L
{2} HZO' + HzO + H3o' + oH

The electrons (e-) are quickly moderated to subexcitatíon
elecÈrons by coJ-lision wÍth water moLecules, and then more

slowly, in about 5 * 1o-13 seconds, reduced to thermaL energies (6).

the nedfu¡n rnay be polarized by orientation of water molecules

around the thermal electrons to forn hydrated electrons.

{3} "ir"tr.t + nHro + t.o

The excited water molecules mav díssocfate or be deactlvated.
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{4} oroo + H+oli
{5} "ro* S H2o

More highly excited r¡ater mol-ecules naight ionize to e and+aqHzoåo (7).
Therefore, it is assumed that in about ro-11 seconds, the

:":i".1 
and,energy-rich molecules have produced e-0, H, OH and

trO"O in relatively high concentrations (6), within spurs that
are approxÍrnately 5000 R apart (B).

The identffÍable molecular products HrO, and H, are
assumed to result from the forrowÍng spur reactíons (7r9r10).

{6} ".0 + ".0 
+ HZ + 2OII-

{7} el_ + oH + oE-aq aq

{S} eaq I IIro' + II + HZo

{9} e + H + H-aq l' H + Hz + otro

{10} H + H -} HZ

{11} H + oH + HZo

{ 12} oH + oH + Hzoz

The principal precursor of H, is e]0, with s¡nall amounts
contributed by reactions lnvolvfng H atoms (10). Al_ternatlvely,
sr^rorskÍ (11,12) has suggested that H"o, whÍch resul_ts fron the
captureofe- b + * u

- aq 'Y H3O"O ' and HrO are the precursors of Hr.
Process {13} represents the products existÍng at the end

of spur reactions, or at about r0-8 seconds after the deposition
of energy.

{13i Heo * H2, Hzo' II, oH, ..0, rrot, otro

For the purposes of this work, the radíation chemistry of neutral
\dater 1s presentLy interpreted in terms of the above process.

Tbe yleld, or G-value, of any of these prinary specfes
is defined as the n'mber of mor-ecules of the specÍes formed per
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100 ev of energy deposited in the system. Sínce a materÍal balance
must be maintained, equation {14} follows.

{ 14} G_g^O = ce- + GU + 2c-- = c--- + 2c-n.u aq --HZ -OH --HZOZ

G* denotes the primary yiet-d of reactive intermedfate rrhil_st
G(X) denotes the measured yleld of a permanent product.

Measurement of prímary yfelds of reactlve intermediates
has been the subject of intense investigation over the past
decade. Much of the work in this area has been reviewed by
Buxton (13). A1-1 prinary yields quoted Ín this work have been
extracted from Buxtonrs review.

If various solutes are added to rirater, the reactive
intermediates formed in the spur may preferential_ly attack the
sol-ute molecules as the spur expands. rn fact the experlmental
yields of molecular products (H, and Hror) and radical products
are those measured 1n the presence of about mill-i¡nolar
concentrations of suitable reactíve radÍcal scavengers. The

experimental. yÍeLds do not vary much in the range of reactfve
scavenger concentrations 10-6 to 1O-3 lt. Ilowever, at higher
sol-ute concentrations prinary yields can vary wfth the concentratlon
of solute present (13). Prirnary yields can also vary with the
pH of the solurlon (13).

TypÍcal reactions of the intermedÍate radical species
with added solutes will now be discussed. Hydrogen atoms can

react either as oxÍdizing agents or reduclng agents. rn hydrogen
atom abstractlon reactÍons H behaves as an sxídizing agent.

{15} H + RII + H2 + ftr

In donating an electron, or adding to a double bond in an

unsaturated compound, II acts as a reducing agent.

{16}H+M3++H++M2+

{ 17} H + R'C=CR, -> R2Crr-cR2

The hydroxyl radical acts exclusÍvely as an oxídizing agent in:
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electron transfer reactions,

{ 18} oH + M2+ -} oH- + M3+

hydrogen atom abstractfon reactfons from organic sorutes,

{19} oH + RII + HZO + R.

addltion reactions to unsaturated substrates.

{20} oH * Rrc=cR, -} HoR2c-ôR2

Hydrated electrons in generar react as reducfng agents ín
electron transfer processes.

{21} e
aq

{22} e
aq

+ M2+ -) M+

ElecÈron attachment can occur if the solute has vacant orbltals
of low energy capable of accepting the electron without
unreasonable excitation, for example, systems containing n
bondíng such as olefins and carbonyl compounds.

+ RC=o + [nc=o] 
-

saturated compounds such as hrater wíth no vacant orbitals react
extrenely slowJ_y if at all.

The rate constants for the reaction of H, OH, e- with aaqwide variety of sorutes, both organíc and inorganic, have been
determined. Rate constants have been determined indirectJ_y using
competÍtion techniques and in many cases absolute reactlon rates
have been established usfng techniques such as purse radioJ_ysis
and flash photolysis. An extensfve cornpÍJ_ation of rate constants
for reacËions of H. OH^ e- hae: H, OH, e-O has been published by Anbar and Neta (14).

1.3 Scope of Radíation Chemfstrv

Now that the yÍelds of prlrnary radicar. species have been
well establ_ished and many rates of reaction of H, OH, e- haveaqbeen determined, one must speculate on the future dfrection
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research 1n radiation chemÍstry will take.
Pulse radiolysls and flash photolysis have naturaL

extensíons ints the fÍelds of chemistry and biology. The

hydrated electron is only one of several transient species that
can be readlly studied by either technique. rt is possibLe that
much can be and has been learned about the structurc -of liquids
by studying thÍs species. The fields of kinetics and reaction
mechanÍsms are benefitting from the study of all transient species.
The presence or absence of spurs in radfation chenlstry may be

established usfng advanced techniques in pulse radiolysis. The

study of Èranslent species, especÍalLy the hydrated electron,
is aiding the radiation biologist. The biol-ogist can nor^r use

rel-ative reactivities of hydrogen atoms, hydrated electrons and

hydroxyl radicals to advantage fn explainíng bÍologicaL reactions
of dilute urodel systems where additives such as oxygen and

nítric oxlde are used. l.Iork Ís being extended t,o studíes of
polyners, protefns, peptides and nucLeic acid in concentrated
solutÍons. Results from these systems r¡íI-1 be more directly
appl.icable to actual biologicaL systems.

Steady state radÍolysÍs has a wide range of present day

applicatíons - for example, food preservatÍon, sterilization of
medÍcinals and pharmaceuticals. Research Ínto these partÍcul-ar
fields has taken a rather enpirical- approach to date. Little
research has been undertaken in elucidating the kinds of reactíons
that occur in the above processes. IÀlith the refinement in analytícal
technigues the radiatÍon chemistry of a wíde variety of nodel
bíological compounds could be studied by end product analysis.
The resuLts could then be extended to the more complex nolecules
which are present ín food and pharmaceuticals. rn addition, a

knowledge of the radiation chernístry of model biologlcal-
compounds couLd be used to explain the reactíons occurring ln
radiat,ion damage to foodstuffs and the reactlons of typÍcal
bÍological protective agents such as cysteine and cysteamlne.
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A potential applícation of steady state radrolysis is in
the preparation of new compounds fron simpre startÍng maÊeriars.
For example, a co60 G.*racerr can be used as a source of free
radicals for ÍnÍtiating chemical reactfons. This could be a valuable
toor for preparing faírly compricated morecules from reasonabry
inexpensfve startíng materÍals. However, such reactions, if they
were to be ideally suÍtable for the organic chenist Ínterested
in synthetic work or the fndustriallst Ínterested in commercial
applicability, would have to be chain reactíons.

!üÍth this 1n mind, rt was intended that a study of the
radíatfon induced oxidatlon of ethyrene ín the presence of a
powerful oxidizlng agent should be undertaken. rt was hoped that
products would be formed in chaln yields. The radiolytic oxídation
of ethylene in aqueous sorution using oxygen as the oxidizing
agent had been studied prevÍously (r5). Among the products
forued were hydrogen' acetyLene, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxÍde,
formal-dehyde, acetardehyde and grycorar-dehyde. Basson and Du
Plessl's (15) had noted that a chaín mechanism was indÍcated at
low doses.

rnÍtially' a Ìüater soruble unsaturated substrate rÀras

chosen (allyl- alcohol) as a model compound. The radiation induced
oxidatfon of thfs compound was studÍed in degassed solutions in
the presence of a water soluble oxidízfng agent _ hydrogen
peroxÍde. The first results indfcated that there was no
significant chaÍn oxÍdation of allyl alcohol_. Then the study of
radiation índuced oxidat,ions rdas extended using 2-propanor as a
model compound, and hydrogen peroxide as the oxidizlng agent.
Preliminary studies índicated that 2-propanor- r¡as oxÍdized to
acetone in chain quantitÍes. Hor^rever, many features of the
dependence of the yields on solute concentratlons were Ínconsistent
with prevíous data published in the literature.

Thus an extensive study of the radíation induced oxldation
of 2-propanol by hydrogen peroxÍde was Launched. This study was
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later extended to the oxidation of other sÍrnple alcohols.
of the literature pertinent to free ,radfcal oxidation of
organic solutes by hydrogen peroxlde now follovrs.

A survey

simple

1.4 Free Radical_ Induced Oxidation of S Íc Solutes -Review

Itfetal T-on / HnO" InitÍation
¿L

The mechanism of the oxidatíon of the alcohols, methanol,
ethanol and 2-propanor, by hydrogen peroxr-de in the presence of
an excess of a ferrous sal_t, has been shown, by quantitíve
measurements to be as foLlor^¡s (16r17).
ChaÍn ínitiation

- 2+ ?.LFe-' + HZOZ -> Fe'- + OH + OH-
reaction,

RCH2OH + OH -> nðsou + HZO

nðuou * Hzoz -> RcHo + oH + Hzo

termination at low alcohol concentrations,

{23}
Chain

{24}

{2s}

Chafn

{26} F.2* +oH + F"3t

chain ternlnation at high alcohol concentrations (disproportionation).

{27} z nóuon + RCHO + RCII2OH

'lhle:seghanlsm.was proposed by Merz and Ìfaters to expl-ain Fentonrs
reactíons (18) r^thereby polyhydric alcohors, o-hydroxy acids and
carbohydrates may be oxidized rapídl-y by cold hydrogen peroxide
in the presence of a ferrous sal_t.

The reactlon of sirnpl-e organic solutes îrith the Fenton
and Ti(rrÐ/ Hzoz systems have recently been studied usfng fast
flow ESR techniques. The interaction of Tt(rrr) Íons and hydrogen
peroxíde initially gives hydroxyl radÍcals (19) by an anaLogous
reactÍon to the Fenton svstem.



{28i Ti3+ + Hzoz ->

(10)

ri4*+oH+oH-
rf the hydroxyl radicals are formed in the presence of a readily
oxídized organic compound, such as methanol., they can be totally
scavenged (2o'2r), resultlng in the formation of .cH2oH radÍcal_s
which can be readily detected by ESR. rn studyÍng the Fenton and
Ti(rrr) /Hzoz sysrems by ESR, Nor:nan and r{esr (22) have made

particular use of flow cel-ls which alror,r one or more reactants
to be added shortLy after the others have been mixed, and before
the solutÍon reaches Èhe spectrometer cavlty. The results are
consÍstent urith the vfew that the free hydroxyL radLcal_ ís the
prlmary oxidizlng agent but that the one-el-ectron oxidation of
the resulting organic radicals by both netal ions and hydrogen
peroxlde is Ímportant in determinÍng the rel-ative concentrati.ons
of the various radicals which are observed; in thLs respect
hydrogen peroxide is of special interest because íts reduction
by organic radfcals leads to the formation of further hydroxyl
radicals and thence the perpetuation of a chaln reactlon. Neither
the nechanism nor the kinetic tmplications of the metar ion
catalyzed chain reactÍon of. Hro, wÍth the organic solutes are
discussed by Norman and West.

Thermal- Initiatfon

The thernally initiated reactíon of 2-propanol r¡ith
hydrogen peroxide in the process of oxidation of 2-propanol to
acetone has been investigated (23r 24). oxygen free nftrogen was
passed through 2-propanol and 302 hydrogen peroxíde aÈ 7goc. R

rapid decrease in the concentration of Hro, and.2-propanol was
observed. rt was concluded that both the reaction of 2-propanol
with Hto, and the decomposition of IIro, folrowed a free radÍcal
chain mechanism. The mechanism posturated by Burghardt et al. (24)
is outlined bel_ow,
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tzgl- Hzoz Therural , oH + oli

{30} oH + (cH3)2cHoH + H2O + (cH3)2ðoH

{ 31} (firr) rôon + HzOz + (cH3) 2co + oH + HzO

A termfnation step for the chain mechanis¡r in deoxygenated
solutÍons hras not suggesÈed. rn oxygenated solutions reactlon
{32} would lead to termÍnation and ínhibÍtion of the chaÍn.

{32} (cH3)2öoH + oZ + Terminarion

Burghardt also concluded that the reaction of 2-propanol_ with
Hro, was more important in the absence of oxygen rather than the
presence of oxygen. The more rapíd decomposition of tIrO, in an
oxygen free atmosphere was explained by an Íncreased reactivlty
of (CHr)rÖOtt type radicals due to an ínductfve effect.

Photochelnícal Initiation

The photol-ysis of hydrogen peroxide at high l_ight intensities
was studied by Baxendale and i{ilson (25). rn degassed solutions,
the presence of solutes such as for¡nic acÍd, ethanol or 2-propanol
induced the chain decomposltion of hydrogen peroxide. The

Íncreased quantum yieLds of peroxrde removal were al_so a functfon
of the ltght íntensLty. with ethanor, acetaldehyde was the rnajor
oxidation product formed by the sequence of reactions,

{33} Hzoz þY oH + oH

{ 34} oH + cu3cn2orr + Hzo + curöuou

{35} cH^cHoH---3----+HZO|+cH3cHo+oH+Hzo
Baxendale does not suggest any possible termfnation step for this
reactíon scheme. However, he does concLude that the analogous
chain reaction with formÍc acid ís terminated by reactfon {36}.

{36} oH + .Co2H + COZ + HZo
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No attempt hlas nade to deter:r¡íne quantitatively the producÈs
from the chaÍn oxidation of formÍc acÍd, ethanol- and 2-propanol_.

Barrett et al. (26) have studied the photolysis of
hydrogen peroxide Ín alcohoL-water mixtures. rn the presence of
methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol a chain reaction was induced.
As previously suggested by Baxendale, reaction {33} ts ttre
initiation step. The hydroxyl radicals so formed react entirely
with the alcohol substrate, for exanple, ethanol_,

{ 34 } oH + cn3crr2on -} HZo + cH3ôHoH

Equation {35i represents the ensuing propagation step wíth
acetaldehyde being the onl-y solution product. The chain yield of
peroxide removal reached a maxímum value at ry 2 ìf alcohol in
each case. At hlgher alcohol concentrations (>2 t'l¡ the chain
yiel-ds gradually decreased to a mfnimum value in pure alcohoL
solution. This decrease wes attríbuted to a "cage', effect.
Barrett suggests that the respectlve alcohol_ radfcals nay either
dlffuse from the cage and cause a chain decomposÍtfon of the
peroxide or they may interact by disproportionation or dímerfzation
r¿ithin the origf.nal solvent cage. As the solute concentration
is increased above 2 M, the alcohor. radicals tend Ëo interact
preferentÍally wíthin the cage. Fewer radicals wiLl escape the
cage to decompose hydrogen peroxide, with a resultant decrease
Ín the quantum yield of peroxide removal.

Radlation Chenical Inltiation

Allan and Beck (27) have irradiated aqueous solutions of
- --2 -t10 - M 2-propanol and 10-' M Nro in order to determine the prirnary
yields of hydrogen atoms and hydrated,.electrons. They observed
that the molecul-ar hydrogen peroxide Ì¡ras presenÈ in l_ow stati.onary-
state concentrations in both neutral- and acid solutions. The

disappearance of HrO, was accounted for by a chain process
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fniËiated by reactíon of the organic radical wÍth hydrogen
peroxide.

{ 3r } (cH3) 2ðoH + Hzo z + (cH3) 2co + Hzo + oH

This effect accounted for the high yields of acetone, G(Acetone)
t 3, observed in solutions irradÍated at Lor¡ dose rates and for
the non-linearity of the acetone yiel-d-dose dependencles. All_an

and Beck also suggest that hydroxyl- radicals may undergo less
specífic dehydrogenation reactÍons with 2-propanol.

{30i oH + (cH3) zcHorr + H2o + (firr) 
rðon

{37i oH + (cH3)2cHoH + H20 + CH3(ôH2)CHOH

The a-radÍcals formed by reaction {30} can undergo the
propagation reaction {31} or they can disproportionate forming
acetone and 2-propanol.

{38} 2(Cnr)rðou + (cH3)zco + (cri3)2cHoH

The formation of diol from the combination of a-radical_s does

not occur (28). Allan and Beck do not discuss the fate of ß-

radicals formed by reaction {37}.
Seddon and Allen (29) have studled the y-radiation induced

chain reaction of hydrogen peroxíde r¡ith ethanol in dilute oxygen-
free solutions. The peroxide concentration was varled from
(L.22 - L.g7) x 10-4 NI H.O' whilst rhe concentratÍon of ethanol-

roas varied fron (1.75 - 10.5) x 10-3 M ethanol-. A chain proces-s

would be expected from the followlng reactions.

{13} Hzo -^^- 
"lq, H, o[I, Hzoz, II2, II3o+

{39} ""0 + ,2o2 + oH + oH-

{40} H + cu3cn2ou + Hz + cH3öHoH

{34} oH + cH3cH2oH + H2o + cH3öHoH

{35} curcnon" + Hzoz + cH3cno + Hzo + oH

{41} 2 CH3ðHOH + 2,3 Butanediol, or CIITCHO + CH3CH2OII
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A value of 1.5 x 105 u-l "-1 was estimated for k¡S
frorn pulsed x-ray beam experiments using a van de Graaff electron
accelerator. seddon and Allen conclude that disproportionation
to aldehyde * alcohol occurs in about 3oy. of the termlnation
reactions {41}. Taub and Dorfman (30) estimate about ZO"/.

disproportionatfon reactions .

Formic acíd solutions conÈaining hydrogen peroxide react
by a chain mechanism when exposed to ionizlng radíations (3I ,32).
Hart explains the chain reaction between formic acid and hydrogen
peroxide by reaction {r3i followed by reactions {42} and {43}
generatÍng .COOH radicals.

{42} H + Hcoon + Hz + .coog

i43) oH + Hcoog + Hzo + .coon

These radícal-s undergo Èhe propagation reaction,

{44} .coon + Hzoz + coz + Heo + oH

carbon dioxide is the major product fron the chain reactfon.
Because increased hydrogen peroxide roç¡ered G(coz), reaction
{45} was suggested as leadíng to chain termination slnce the
hydroperoxy radÍcal does not propagate the reaction.

{45} oH + HZoz + HZo + HOZ

A fuller discussion of the chaln oxldatr-o.n of formic acid by
hydrogen peroxfde may be found in a review by llart et al-.,(33).
HusaÍn and Hart (34) have invest,igated the above chain reaction
over a wide range of pII. To explaÍn the observed effects, the
simple chain mechanÍsm is nodified to include ionizatfon of
carboxyl, hydroperoxy and hydroxyl free radicals, and íonizatíon
of fornic acid.

Summary

The pertinent features of the radical induced chain
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oxidation of sÍmple organic solutes by hydrogen peroxide are

summarized beLor^r:

(i) A sinple reactfon mechanism ernbodÍed in the following
general- equations has been used to explain experimental results.

t46l 
"2o2 

ÞiÉ!1% oH + oH

{24} oH + RcH2oH + H2o + nôuon

{25} nôuon + Hzoz +RcHo + oH + Hzo

{27} z nðson + RCHO + RCH2OH

(ÍÍ) An expression for the rate of peroxide removal can be

developed using steady state approxímations.

t47ìr - d [H2o2l = Non chain rerm + nrr@[nrorl
dr I ,.,

(iii) The expression predicts that the rate of peroxíde removal

is (a) independent of alcohol concentration,
(b) dependent on peroxide concentration (ffrst order),
(c) dependent on the rate of inÍtiation.

As mentioned previously, prelirninary studies on the y-
radiatÍon índuced chaÍn oxidation of aqueous 2-propanol by

hydrogen peroxíde, indicated ÈhaË the dependence of yÍelds on

solute concentratlons were Ínconsistent r¡lth the features of the
sfunple mechanism descríbed above. The results of the extensive
study of the 2-propanoL IHZOZ systeñ are noür presented and

discussed in the following sectlons.

it :::a
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials

Triply dÍstíl"led water hras prepared by a first distillatÍon
of l-aboraÈory'distiLled water from alkaline potassium permanganate

and a second distill-ation from acid potassium dichronate through

60cn reflux columns packed with pyrex tubing. The a1-1 pyrex gJ-ass

distlll-ation set up is descrfbed by Hicklíne (35). Fresh trfply
distilled nater r¡as used fn the preparatÍon of stock solutÍons
and for washing all glassware used.

llydrogen peroxíde was supplied in 30% unstabil-Ízed aqueous

solution (Fisher Certified) and diLuted as required.
2-Propanol (Fisher Certified) for the preparatíon of

stock irradiation sol-utLons r¡üas used as received,
Ethanol (Canadian IndustriaL AlcohoLs and Chernical-s Ltd.,

Absolute) was used wfthout further purificatíon.
MethanoL (Fisher Certified) was also used as received.
Tertiary butyl âlcohol and ai-lyl- alcohol were used as

received from the Fisher Scientific Company.

1- and 2-Propanethiol (Eastman) for inhibition studies
were used wÍthout further purlflcation.

All chenicals requÍred for dosimetry and analysis were of
Reagent Grade quality and were used as recelved.

2.2 Trradiation FacílÍties

¡, Co60 Ga¡mracell 220 unit installed by Atornic Energy of
Canada Limited r¿as used as the source of y-radiatfon for the

rnajority of experiments. the activ. Co60 is contained in pencils

arranged vertlcalLy around a cylindrical sarrple chamber, 6 inches
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in diameter and I inches ln heÍght.
the dose a sample recelves varies wÍth position. Hence

reproducfble posltioning of sanpLes within the cha¡nber is of
prfme Ímportance. To facilitate reproduclble positioning of
sampl-es, ceL1 holders were constructed as described previously (35).
The dose rate from the Ga¡nmacell could be varied by the use of
hollo¡^r lead cylÍnders which fitted ínto the chamber. The dose

rate hras nominally attenuated to 302 or ro% of the unattenuated
va1ue.

llhen Lor¿er dose rates than coul_d be provided by the
Ganmacell were requÍred, experÍments rdere undertaken at the
Manitoba Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation using an

Eldorado Model e Co60 Therapy Unit. The dose rate from thÍs source
coul-d be varíed by p]-acing sarnpl-es at various distances from the
source. The dose rate is uniform over a 20 x 20cm area at B0cm

from the source.

Dose rates from Èhe Ganmacell and the Eldorado Model A
^60Co- - sources for September, L969 are tabulated belohr:

TABLE 2.1

TabuLation of Dose Rates

co60 Sor.r."" Attenuation 10-17 x Dose Rate

(ev t--1 s-l)

Gamnacell 220

Unattenuated

301l

L0"Å

Distance from

Source

r48

38.4

L3.2

2.48

L.45

I .05

60crn

80cm

9Ocm

Eldorado Model A
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2.3 Dosinetry

The dose rates from the Gammacell and Eldorado Co60 sources

úrere measured using the Fricke dosimeter, an air saturated
-?solurion of l0 " M FeSoO(Mt4)ZSo4.6Hro in 0.4 M H2So4. Ten ml

of Fricke dosimeter solution was pI-aced in írradiatlon ceLls
and lrradÍated for different times. Under ÍrradÍation the ferrous
ion is oxÍdlzed to ferric 1on. The coricentratÍon of Fe3+ produced

Iras measured spectrophotometrically against a blank of unirradiated
dosimeter solution at 305 nm usÍng a Carl Zeiss PMQ II
spectrophotometer. The exÈinction coefficíent for the measurement

of ferric ion at approximately 25oC in an unthermost,ated ,cell
holder was taken to be 2.2 x to3 l,l-1 "r-1. c(re3+) r¿as assumed

to be 15.6 íonsl 100 eV of dose absorbed (36). Dose rates from

the Ga¡nnacell were checked regularly. Dose rates frorn the
Eldorado source were measured concurrentlv with an frradíation
run.

the absorption of the Co60 y-r"diation by the írradiated
solutÍons is primarily by Compton scaÈtering. Therefore, the
actual dose absorbed by a particular solution depends on the
electron density of the solutÍon. The dose rate $ras measured

using the Frfcke dosfmeter and, by comparfng the electron
densitíes of the samples with that of the dosimeter solution,
an estimate of the true absorbed dose for each sample was made.

Sarnple calculatíons of true absorbed doses for various solutions
have been carried out by Hickllng (35).

2.4 Sample Preparation

All glassnrare used for experimental work was cleaned

thoroughly by the followíng procedure:

The apparatus r^ras washed ín either chromic or permanganic aeid
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and then rinsed with a concentrated nitrÍc acid/ hydrogen
peroxide solutÍon. Flnarry, alr grassware was washed several
tímes rnrith each of tap r^rater, distfrred qrater and trÍpry
dÍstilled vrater.

The pyrex irradiatlon cell_s and tap assenblies for
attaching the cells to a vacuusr line are identical to those
described by Hfckling (35). Afrer cleaning, the Írradiation cerrs
were drÍed before being fil_led with sample.

A stock solution nTas prepared as fol_lows:
An aliquot of. 3o% unstabil-ized hydrogen peroxide was transferred
to a 100m1 volumetric frask. An approprfate volume of organic
solute such as 2-propanol was pipetted tnto the same volumetric
flask. hlhere necessary solutes were weighed directry into the
flask. The solution was then made up to vorume wlth triply
dístilled water.

Ten ml aliquots of a stock sor-utfon were pipetted Ínto
the irradiation vessels and Èhe vessers !¡ere attached by the tap
assembly to a vacuum líne for degasslng. The vacuum line was of
all Pyrex glass construction with a mercury drffusion pump.
Apiezon N grease was used for arl sear-s. Each sampre was degassed
by fteezLng fn a sorÍd carbon dioxide/ acetone slurry, pumpíng
and thawing. Four freeze-pump-thaw cycles were sufficient for
conpJ'ete degassing of alr- sampres. The sample burbs with tap
assemblies qTere Ëhen detached and irradiated. Air saturated
samples were irradiated directly after preparation. Ifhen the6ñco-- Ganmacell" dose rate hras attenuated to Lo%, the vessels r^rere
sealed off under vacuum and Írradiated.

Degassed samples hrere pr-aced in the approprÍate horder
and lnserted into the Ganrmacei-r 220. The sarnpJ-es rrrere not
thernostated. durfng the course of the irradiation. rrradiation
tfmes Ìrere controlr-ed by the automatlc timer on the Ganmacerl.
At the Manltoba cancer Treatneni: and Research Foundation sanpres
were clamped fn place on a stand fn front of the co60 

"o,rr"".
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The samples Ìrere arfgned on either side of the horízontar- axÍs
of the source- on compr.etÍon of irradfatlons the sanples r^rere
removed and analyzed irunediatelv.

2.5 Analytical Technlques

Spectrophotonetry

Wherever possÍble spectrophotometríc techniques of
analysís were used. All spectrophotometric measurements hrere
made at room temperature using a carl Zeiss pMQ rr spectrophotometer.' Acetone, the chfef product frorn the oxidation of 2-propanor,
was determined by the nethod of Berntsson (37). To an aliquot
of standard acetone or irradiated solution tn a 25 ml vol_umetric
flask, the following reagents r^¡ere added in order: Inl NaoH
(106.25 el25o nL), 0.25nr salicylaldehyde and rùnl NaoH. The
solutÍon was made up to volume wÍth triply distÍrled water. After
two hours of colour development, the solutions were measured
against a reference, Ídentical but for the absence of acetone,
at 474nm. The solutions renaÍned stable after the initial
devel0pment períod but it was standard practfce to take
measurements within three hours. A calibration curve for Fi.sher
certlfíed acetone Ís l-inear over the concentration region sho¡.rn
in.Fig.2.L. The extinction coefficfent Ís found Ëo be L.79 x L04

-¡ -lM - cm -. The presence of 2-propanol had negt-igÍbre effect on
Èhe value of the extinction coefficfent.

Hydrogen p_eroxlde !üâs measured by the trfiodide method (3g).
FÍve url of potassir:m hydrogen phthalate reagent (L2.5g/soO ml)
was added to an alrquot of standard peroxide sorution or
irradiated soLution in a 25n1 volumetric flask. secondly, 5rn1
of iodide reasenr (r.25g NaoH; hL.5g Kr; 0.r25e (NH4) 

6[o7oz4.+aþ/soo ^t¡was added and the sol-ution made up to volume. colour developnenl
is instantaneous and can be neasured spectrophotornetrfcarry at
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Fíg.2, I

Beer-Lanbert plot for acetone - Sal-ícylaldehyde

method (474 nrn) .
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350 nm against a reference identical but for the absence of
peroxide. The species measured is the trfiodíde ion, r;, formed
by the reaction,

{48} Hzoz + 3r- + 2H3o+ -} 4ïzo + r;
the Beer-Lambert plot for standard peroxide Ls lfnear over the
concentration range shown in Fig.2,2. The measured extÍnctfon
coefficient is 2.09 x to4 t't-l "r-1. 

peroxíde solutíons rvere

standardized volumetrically against standard ceric sulphate using
ferroin indicator.

The trÍiodide rnethod 1s unsuitable for determining
hydrogen peroxide in the presence of thiols. Therefore, hydrogen
peroxi-de was deÈermined alternately using Ti(so4)2 reagenË. The

Ti(so4)2 reagent hras prepared by the nethod described by snell
and Snel-L (39). T\irenty grams of Ti(So4)2 $ras mixed wíth 20rnl

concentrated H2SO4 and 100¡n1 qrater. The solution was al-lowed Èo

stand f.or 24 hours, Ëhen filtered to remove suspended solids.
The filtrate Ìras diluted to 240rnl and al-lowed to stand for
another two hours. One mL of reagent r¡as then added to an aliquot
of standard peroxide solution or Írradiated solution and made

up to 25m1 in a volumetric flask. The colour develops instantly
and 1s stable for six hours. The species measured at 420nrn is
H2Ti04 formed in the reaction,

{4g} TÍ4+ + Hzoz + zlzo HzTto4 + 4H+

As can be seen ln FÍg.2.3 the calibration curve for standard
hydrogen peroxide f.s linear r^rÍth an extinction coeffícient of
6.87 x to2 ¡t-l 

"r-1.
Formaldehyde fron the oxÍdation of methanol was determined

by the chromotropie acid (1,8-dihydroxy-naphthalene -3,6-di-
-sulphonic acÍdF method (40). Aliquots (0.25 mL) of chromorropic
acid solution (2.5g dry acid in 25nl water) were added to various
quantities of stock formaldehyde solution in test tubes. secondly,
2.5m1 alíquots of concentrated [I2SO4 $rere carefuLly added to
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FLe.2.2

Beer-Lambert plot for hydrogen peroxide -
TrÍlodide method (350 nn).
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Fl.e.2.3

Beer-Lambert plot for hydrogen peroxíde

T14f rnethod (420 nn).
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each of the test tubes. The test tubes rrüere then stoppered and
placed fn a beaker of boiling r.rater for thirty mÍnutes. The Ëubes
were cooled and the contents quantitatively poured into 25n1
volu¡netrics. Finally, the volumes r¡rere adjusted to level and the
absorbance of each solution measured against a reagent blank at
570n¡n. The calibration curve for standard formardehyde (4o% wlv
HcHo u.s.P.) is linear over the concentration range shown Ín
Fíg.2.4. The measured extinctÍon coefficient, 1.54 x to4 t'r-l cm-l,
agrees favourably wíth the literature value 1.57 x 104 M-l cn-l (4t¡.

The chromotropíc acid (dísodfun salt - TechnicaL) was
purified before use. Ten grams of the sal-t were dissolved ln
100n1 of water. Any insoruble materiaL r¡as filtered off and the
ffltrate was concentrated to approxftnately 1Onl_. The pure crystal_s
were corLected, dried and used in the preparation of the
chromotropíc acid reagent solution.

Gas Chromatoeraohv

Acetal_dehyde fron the oxidation of ethanol_ was
quantltatÍvely determined by gas chromatography usÍng a victoreen
4001 chromatograph. Acetardehyde was readil_y separated from
ethanol usÍng a 6 foot column (l/g Ínch diarneter) packed wíth
chromosorb 102. Helium was used as the carríer gas (f1ow rate
ru 30 ml/mínute) and detection t¿as by flane ionízation. The column
temperature rÂras maintained at a constant value of I20oC. Under
these condftions acetaldehyde appeared as a uniformly shaped
peak whose area could be readil-y and accurately determfned. For
quantftatÍve measurements the areas of the acetaldehyde peaks
fro¡n the irradlated solutíons \dere compared with the peak area
from a standard acetaldehyde solution whose coneentratfon uras

accurately known. rndividual concentrations of acetaldehyde
could be measured r¡ith an accuracy better than t 5"/. by gas
chromatography.
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Fle.2.4

Beer-Lambert plot for HCHO - Chromotropic

acid rnethod (570 nm).
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5 -Hexanediol rsas identified as a product in the radrorysis
of 2-propanol solutions by gas chromatography. For the identifÍcation,
a 6ft column packed wj-t]n Z% Carbowax 20M on 60/g0 Chromosorb frr

was used. The column was maintained at l60oC v,rith Helium as the
carrier gas and flame ionization detectíon. Dlrect chromatography
of the irradiated 2-propanol solutions showed indicatlons of the
diol-. Each sorution was then concentrated by vacuum dÍstil-lation.
I'Ihen aliquots of the residue rrere inJected into the chrornatograph
the diol appeared as a sharp peak whÍch compared favourably
wÍth peaks obtafned from standard solutions of. 2,5-hexanedÍol_.
Because of the necessÍty of vacuum dfstil-lation, at best semi-
quantftatÍve estlmates of the amount of diol formed could be made.

Ethylene glycor- was qualrtatively detected as a product
Ín the radiolysis of nethanor solutfons by gas chromatography.
A 6fÈ column of chromosorb 102 maintained at 200oc was used ç¡ith
HeLíum as carrier gas and flame Lonization detection. Because
of the low concentrations involved only rough estirnates coul_d
be made of the emount of glycol forrned durÍng radiolysis.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - 2-PROPANOL

3.1 Results

A najor ínvestigation of the 1-radiation índuced oxidation
of 2-propanoL ín deaerated aqueous soluËÍons by hydrogen
peroxide has been undertaken. The chain reactlon has been studÍed
over a wide range of 2-propanol- and hydrogen peroxide concentrations.
The results of these Ínvestlgatlons are embodied in the followÍng
sections.

Degassíng lras necessary, since initial experiments r¿ith
aerated solutions indlcated that the presence of oxygen inhibited
the chain reaction.

II'O, Removal- Yiel-ds

The hydrogen peroxÍde removal yÍelds in the presence of
a constant 2-propanol concentration (0.52 M) are fllustrated in
a dose-yield plot, Fig.3.1. The figure ís a composite graph rnade

up of results taken from runs r^rfth several- different starting
concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. It can be quite cl_early
seen that the peroxide removar yiel-d. 1s Índependent of hydrogen
peroxide concentration in the range 5 x 10-2 M to 10-3 1,4 HZ)Z.
Dose-yield p1-ots for peroxide removal are linear and therefore
reliable G val-ues for peroxÍde removal can be calcul-ated from
these plots. c(-H202) = 51.8 ! 2.0 for this partlcular concentratLon
of 2-propanol. Additional G(-II2O2) yields at several dÍfferent
concentratlons of 2-propanoL are tabuLated in TabLe 3.1.

Acetone For¡nation Yiglds

Acetone formatíon yields for a constant starting concentration
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Fig.3. I

Ðose-yÍeld plot for HrO, removal.

[2-rropanolJ = 0.52 M.

Iniríal lnrorl z (O) 0.05 M

(o) 0.03 M

(^) 0.02 M

(tr) 0.01 M

-?(A) 5 x 10 - M
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TABLE 3.1

c(-H202) and c(Acerone) yields for various
2-propanol concentrations. Initíal[u^o^] = 10-2 M.'¿z'

æ=%æ

[2-rropanot]
-tnolel' mo].e7.

c (-H2o2) G(Acetone)

0. l3

o.26

o.52

0. 78

I .05

2.09

3.66

5.23

9. 15

'?ure

2-propanol

0.2

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

4.2

8.1

13.0

33. 6

100

38. t

51.8

70.8

36. I

39.9

51 .8

58. t

70. I

77.4

103, 3

95.7

53. I

16.3

of hydrogen peroxide (10-2 M) and various concentrations of
2-propanol are shor¡n in Table 3.1. The dose-yield plots for
acetone formation are linear allowfng accurate calculation of
G values for acetone formation. A typical dose-yÍel_d plot for
acetone formation is shor^m fn Fig.3,z. This Fig.3.2 al_so cl_early
demonstrates the stoichiometric equivalence of acetone formation
and peroxíde removal. A similar stoíchiometrÍc equivalence of
chain yields was observed on irradiatíng 2-propanol/H.0. solutions
acidified to pH I with perchlorLc acíd.

The peroxide removal yields and acetone formation vields
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Fie. 3. 2

Dose-yÍeJ-d pJ-ot for acetone formatíon

removal. IZ-fropanol] = 0.52 M.

Initial ¡nror) = l0-2 Pt.

(O) HZOZ removal

(O) Acetone formation

and HrO,
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are linearl-y dependent on the concentration of 2-propanol in Èhe

range 0.13 M to 1.05 M 2-propanol. The linear dependence of yiel_ds
on 2-propanol concentration is shor.¡n in Fig.3.3. Extrapolation
of both yields as shor^rn in Fig.3.3 leads to the resul_ts Go(-H202)
= 33.4 t 1.0 and Go(Acetone) = 31.2 ! L.0 at zero Z-propanol
concentration, Índicating a large alcohol independent chaín term
t¿hich must be accounted for by any mechanism proposed. The linear
dependence of G(Acetone) on 2-propanor. concentration does not
hoLd for concent,rations greater than l.05 M 2-propanol.

The effect of dose rate on the chain formation of acetone
for a constant 2-propanol concentration (0.52 M) fs ill_ustrated
ín Fig.3.4- rnirial G(Acetone) yields are plorred agains t (LÞ)',,
where D ls the dose rate Ín ev 1-l "-1. The data are also
tabulated in Table 3.2. The graph cl-earl-y demonstrates that there
is a dependence of G(Acerone) on (IÞ)4.

TABLE 3.2

Dose rate effect: G(Acetone) yields at
t-: l1Mt-

lolo * (tln)'" G(Acerone)
-l -1. -t6(eV 1 's -) ',

2.39

5. 10

8. 70

20.07

26.26

30.86

51 .8

56.5

70.5

90. I

85.9

¡ 
a0.a

L zs.et

a - Initiaf [nrorl = 3 x to-2 ¡1.
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Fíe. 3. 3

G(-H2o2) and G(Acetone) yields as a function of
2-Propanol concentration.

( o ) c(-H2o2)

(O) c(Acetone)
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Fle. 3.4

Plot of G(Acetone) against (LÞ)4.

[2-rropanoL] = 0.52 M. Initlal [ItZoZJ = tO-2 ¡1.
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Initial acetone formation yields were obtaÍned for a wide

range of 2-propanol concentrations as shor^m Ín FÍg.3.5. G(Acetone)

values are plotted as a function of mole percent 2-propanol. The

data are also collected in Table 3.1. From Fig.3.5 1t is seen

that G(Acetone) increases wlth increasÍng mol-e percent of 2-propanol
reaching a maximum value of ,ì, 100 at a concentration in the
vlcÍnity of 3.7 14 2-propanol- (8.1%). As the 2-propanol concentration
is increased above 3.7 VI, G(Acetone) gradually decreases to a

i.imitíng value of 16.3 t 1.0 in straight 2-propanol solution.
Table 3.3 contains data demonstrating the effect of alterlng
the dose rate on the yields of acetone formation over a wide

range of 2-propanol concentration.

TABLE 3.3

Dose rate effect on G(Acetone).

[2-rropanotJ G(Acetone)

(rroLe l--t) Unattenuated AtÈenuatÍ on to 26"Á

0.52

5.23

9.15

Pure

2;Propanol

51 .8

95.7

53. r

r6.3

56 .5

138. 3

73.7

22.0

-?HrO, ReuovaL Yields (<10 - M IirOy'

Bel-ow tO-3 t"t H2O2 the peroxide removal yields in the
presence of 0.52 ltf 2-propanol are found to be dependent on

peroxide concentratíon as shown in the dose-yield plot, Fig.3.6.
The figure is a composite graph made up of resul-ts taken from
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FÍe.3.5

G(Acetone) plotted as a functfon of mol-e

Percent 2-propanol-.
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Fig. 3.6

Dose-yield pLot for HrO, removal for
concentratÍons of HrO, < lO-J M.

[ 2-rropanol] = 0.52 M.

rnirÍal larorl z (O) 5 x 10-3 l"t

(O) 2.5 x to-3 l,t

(^) to-3 r"r

(r) 3 x 1o-4 t't
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runs using different st,artÍng concentrations of hydrogen peroxÍde.
Hydrogen peroxide is removed untÍl a steady-state vaLue of

-6n, 3 x 10 " M HrO, is reached. This quantÍÈy was found to be

rather irreproducible varyfng by as much as a factor of two fron
one experiment to another. G(Acetone) at the steady-state
concentration of peroxide equals 0.97 ! 0.05.

3.2 Discussion

0.1 - 1.0 M 2-PropanoL / 5 x I0-2 - 10-3 M Hzoz

In this concentration region the slgnificant features of
the results are that the yields of acetone fomation and hydrogen
peroxide removaL are stoÍchio¡netrLcally equivalent, linearly
dependent upon the alcohol- concentratíon and independent of the
peroxíde concentratlon. The linear plot of G v. 2-propanol
concentratíon extrapolates to a sfgnificant chaln value at zero

aLcohol concentration and the radiation-chemical vields show an

inverse dependence upon dose rate.
For this range of solute concentrations it may be

considered that the y-radfation specÍfieally fnteracts wlth the
solvent rüater.

{13i Hro.rn+ "lq, H, oH, H3o+, Hzoz, Hz

The hydrated electron wlll- react rapidLy with the solute hydrogen

peroxide.

{39} ".0 + HZ}Z + OH + OH-

since ko" + (cH3)2cHoH t kou + Hzoz' h + (cu3)2crron =

k-- 114), and [2-propanolJ ,> [urarl, all H and otl wil]--H + HzAz \- '',

react with 2-propanol. Previous authors (L6,L7,24,25,26\ have

assumed reaction entirely by abstraction of an H atom from the

c-posltion of the aLcohol-.



{so} H +

(3e)

(cH3) zcnoH + Hz + r

{30}

tr{here

been

{ 31} + HzOz + (CH3)2CO + H2O + OH

wíth ternination of the chain by bimoLecular reactlon of r.

{38} 2 r + (cH3)2co + (cH3) 
2crroH

ThÍs sÍmpLe reaction scheme has been shor¡n to predict a

first order dependence of the reaction raÈe on the concentration
of Hro, and no dependence on alcohoL concentration. However, in
these experiments ít has been observed that the teaction rate
under irradíation is independent of peroxÍde concentratÍon and

linearly dependent upon the aleohol_ concentration.
It is therefore quite cl_ear that the mechanÍsm of the

chain oxídation of 2-propanol by hydrogen peroxide for the range
of concentrations speeified is dtfferent from the sírnple scheme

outlined above. A new mechanism must account for the follolrrÍng
points: independence of yíelds on peroxíde concentratíon; linear
dependence of yiel-ds on 2-propanol concentratfon; a large al-cohol
independent chein term as described ln the result,s (Fig.3.3).
The following modifÍcatlons of the reaction scheme are proposed
to explaín the observed results.

The reaction of the hydrated electron will remaÍn unchanged.

{39} "rO + HZAZ + Oti + OH-

The chain reaction is then lnitíated by II, OH + 2-propanol
in hydrogen atom abstraction reactions. However, the followíng
argumenÈs will show that abstraction is not specifícal-l-y frorn
the a-posÍtion and Èhat abstraction of ß-hydrogens from 2-propanol
by H and oH radicals is an important factor ín any new mechanism

proposed. The subsequent reactÍons of the B-radlcal cHr(öur)cxott

oH+(cH3)2cHoH+"20+I

I represents the radícal (CH3)róOH. The chaÍn reactÍon has

attributed to the propagatÍng reaction {31},
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derived from 2-propanor have irnportant kinetic consequences.
Anbar and Meyerstein (42) have compared the relative

reactivity of the o- v. ß-hydrogens in 2-propanol to hydrogen
abstractÍon by radiolytlcally produced hydrogen atoms. Experiments
sTere carried out fn aqueous solutions of 0.04 M 2-d,-2-propanol
and acetone. The reactivíty of the a-hydrogen toward hydrogen
aËom abstractÍon was found to be 110 tÍmes higher than that of
the s-hydrogens. Therefore, although the probability of reaction
{51} is small, ít must be considered in addÍtÍon to reactíon {50}.

{51} H + (cH3)2cHoH + Hz

Where II is rhe radical CHrlðHr)CÉOH.

No rate data are avail_able for the abstraction of o_ and
B-hydrogens from simpre alcohol-s by oH radicals although ít rnight
be argued that if abstraction by H atoms is not entirery specífic
to the o-posftion, that by oH radicals r¡ould be even less specffic
by virtue of its greater exoÈhermicity. Allan and Beck (27) suggest
that oH radical-s undergo a less specific dehydrogenating reacÈíon
hrÍth 2-propanol but do not assess any relative reactivities of
the cr- and ß-hydrogens. It fs suggested that ß-hydrogen abstraction
from 2-propanol by oH can occur to a far greaÈer extenÈ than
previously supposed, and must be Íncluded in any new reaction
scheme proposed.

{37} oH + (C[I3)2CHOH+HZo+Ir
Evidence for the lack of specificity of hydrogen abstraction from
2-propanol by oH is provfded from ESR data. LÍvíngston and Zeldes
(43) have observed the ESR spectra of r and rr upon photolyzing
a solution of 2-propanol contaÍnÍng ZSy. water and LT" HrOr. The
radicals, r and rr, whose formation rüas attributed to oH radícal
abstraction of H atoms from the alcohol, Ìrrere present ín
concentrations wÍthfn the same order of magnitude. on increasing
the percentage of water the spectrum of radlcal rr became
increasÍngly prornÍnent. This indicates that to be able to observe

II
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a clear spectrum of the ß-radical, ß-hydrogen abstraction by oH

must readily occur at the solute concentrations Livingston and
Zeldes were dealing with. The evÍdence inplies that ß-hydrogen
abstraction may be of even greater importance in more dil_ute
aqueous solutions of 2-propanol_.

The ß-radical, cH3(cll2)CHOH, can
simÍlar to an alkyl radiical. It is known

such as . CH" can abstract hydrogen frornJ
propanol (44) and it Ís not unreasonable
II can undergo a simÍl_ar reactíon.

{52} rr + (cH3)2cHoH+(cH3)2cnoH+r
This radical conversion reaction {52i is suggested, in part, by
the forrn of the experimental results. The l-lnear dependenee of
the radlol-ytic yields on alcohol concentration suggests that the
chain length is determined by the competition between a radical
terminating reaction and the reaction of that radical wÍth the
alcohol. rn víenr of the high rate of its reactíon wfth the alcohol
(14) and the large concentratlon of the alcohol it is unlÍkely
that the steady-state concentration of oH is sufficient for it
to pJ-ay any role in chain ter¡rination. chain terminatlon
involving radical r would be in conpetítíon r.¡íth the propagating
reactÍon {31} and r¡ould lead to some dependence of chain l-ength
on H2'ot concentration which is not observed fn the results.
There remains the possÍbilíty of reaction {52} as the rate
controlling propagatÍon step in conpetition with reaction {53}
as the termÍnating step.

{53} 2 cH3(cH2)crroH + 2,5-Hexanediol, or (CHr)rCO + (CH3)2CHOH

!Íhil-e this cornpetltion beËween reactions {52} and {53} appears
to predíct the appropriate kinetic form of the resul_ts, this is
not sufficient to conclude that reaction {52} occurs. Examination
of the literature, however, has brought to light considerable

be regarded as being
that aLkyl radicals

the e-posl-tion of 2-
to predíct that radical
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evidence that such a conversion reaction may occur.
Livingston and Zeldes (45) observed that a strong ESR

spectrum of (cHr)rcoH was obtained from the photolysis of pure
2-propanol containLng L7" Hro, but no spectrum of the radfcal-
for¡red by ß- abstraction \iras observed. This evidence supports
the suggestion that the conversfon reaction {52} can occur.
Although reactíon {52} rnay be a slor^r reaction Ít ís possible
that 1n pure 2-propanol all ß-radfcals could be converted to
(cH3)2ôoH before they are derecred fn the ESR caviry. consequenrl-y,
as the concentration of 2-propanol is lowered, the probability
of reaction {52} decreases wíth an increasing probabilíty of
detecting the g-radfcals, as has been observed (43). rt r¿as also
noted that as the soluríon (757" Z-propanol; 2s% Hzo) Ís cooled
from 30o to -5oC the líne intensities due to the ß-radical are
intensified inplyíng a higher steady-state concentration of rr
and that fewer ß-radÍcals are undergofng the conversion reactÍon
{sz}:at the lower temperature. This observation fs consisÈent
with the occurrence of reaction {52} , a slow reaction wÍth a

significant activation energy.
Norman and l{est (22) have recently used the conversion

reaction t5ZÌ to expl-aÍn results frorn ESR studies on the reactions
of organic compounds with the olt radical derived frorn hydrogen
peroxide and metal- ions. At constant concentrations of t.itanium
(rrr) ion and hydrogen peroxide (0.00g M and 0.05 M respecrively),
they observed that the ratio of the concentratfons of the radícals
r and rr fncrêased as the 2-propanol concentratíon was raised.
They suggested that the occurrence of reactfon i52] could
explaÍn these results. Their results certainl-y agree with the
suggest,ion that the probability of reaction {52} increases with
increasing 2-propanol- concentration.

The postulates of sígnificant ß-hydrogen abstractÍon by
OH radical-s and the presence of conversion reactíon {52} can be
used to account for unusual results in the vapour phase oxídation
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of 2-propanol by O(3p) atoms (4ø¡. Kato and Cvetanovic'noted a

l5Z reduction in the yield of acetone on reducing the 2-propanol
pressure from 40 to 10 torr. High 2-propanol pressures correspond
to concentrated soLutfons of 2-propanol where the probabil_ity
of reactíon {52} is high, hence (Cffr)rðOff radÍcals woul-d be the
sole remaining radical- species produced from 2-propanol_. These

radicals diurerize to form pinacol- or disproportÍonate to form
acetone + 2-propanol- in the yields found by Kato and

Cvetanovil. lor 2-propanol pressures correspond to dilute
solutions of 2-propanol where a signiflcant amount of ß-radicals
will be present because of the low probability of the conversion
reaction {52}. Hence a lower steady-state concentratÍon of a-
radical-s wÍ11- be present resuLting in a decreased acetone yield
at low 2-propanoL pressures. The ß-radicals would probably undergo

a combination reaction to form 2r5-hexanedÍol. Kato and

Cvetanovfí ¡nake no mention of havíng looked for such a product
nor do they quote any pinacol formation yiel_ds at l_ow 2-propanol
pressures.

The precedíng evidence clearLy supports the suggestion
that a conversíon reactÍon {52} can and does occur and justifies
the inclusÍon of this reaction in a new mechanistic scheme.

{52} rr + (cr13) 
2cHotr

(cH3) zcrfor{ + r

by the stoÍchiometric reactionThe chief product acetone 1s formed

of Ilro, wlth (CHr)rcoll.

{ 31} (cur) rðon + Hzoz ->

Oxidation of the ß-radÍcal, II, by

this conclusion comes from the work

-:r'^:.:.::. -

rrrho observe that. ß-radÍcal-s are much

than a-radicals. From ESR evídence,
concluded that Èhe radical- (Cur)rôon

peroxide far more rapidly than does

(cH3) zco + 0H + Hzo

HrO, is excluded. Support for

of Adams and Willson (47)

less reactive as reductants

Norman and tJest (22) have

reacts with hydrogen

the radÍcal cH3(ðH2)cHoH.
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The latter radical (oxidation of whÍch gives a prirnary carbonium
íon) should be a l-ess effectíve one er-ectron donor than the
former. rn thís laboratory it has been shown that the radfation
induced oxidation of aqueous solutÍons of either allyl alcohol
or t-butyl al-cohol by HrO, is negligible. Allyl al_cohol
predomÍnantly forms ß-radicals by additlon of H and oII across
the double bond (48). A snall yíeld of G(-IIrOr) w3 Ís obrained.
Ilith t-butyl alcohol_, which forms ß-radical_s on1y, a smaL1 chain
peroxide removal yield of G(-Hr0r) *l is observed.

The terrnination reaction {:S} may be deleted from the
proposed mechanism. As discussed before, if such a reaction did
occur Lt would be in competition r¿ith the propagation reaction
{31} and would lead to some dependence of chain length on Hro,
concentration. However, termination of the chain can proceed by
the bf¡noLecular conbination or disproportionation of two ß-
radÍcals to fo::n 2r5-hexanediol,..or acetone + 2-propanol
respectively.

{53} 2 II -} 2,5-Hexanediol, or (CHr)rCO + (CH3)2CHOH

If the product of reaction {53} were entlrely dÍol, a yield of
about G(Dfol) = 2.5 r,¡ould be expected. From the results obtaíned
it Ís concluded that df¡nerizatfon occurs Ín at least Ls - zo%

of the termination reacÈions. The remainder of the termínatlon
reactions proceed by disproportionation. The termination reaction
{53i is in competition with the rate controllÍng propagation
step {52}' accounting for Èhe dependence of yields on 2-propanol
concentration.

The ner¿ reactíon schenre to describe the oxidatÍon of
2-propanol by hydrogen peroxide is sunrnarÍzed below:

{ 13} H^o ^/ 
+

2- * ."q' H' OII' H30'' H2O2' H2

{39} ."0 + EZOZ + OII + OH-

{50iH+(cH3)2cHoH+Hz+r
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{ 30}

{ 31}

{s1 }

{37}

OH

I

H

OH

(45)

+ (cII3) 2CHOH + HZo

+ Hzoz + (cH3) 
2co

+ (cH3)zcHoH + Hz

+ (CH3)2CH0H + HZo

+I
+oH+HzO
+II
+II

{52} II + (cH3) 2cnoir + (crr3) 2crrog + r

{53} 2 Tr -} 2,5-Itexanedío1, or (cH3)2Co + (cH3)zcIIoH

Assumfng normal steady-state approxÍmatÍons for the above
reaction scheme, an expression may be deríved for the radiation
chemicaL yieLds fn the system.

{s4}

(o is the dose rare Ín units of 6.02 x L025 ev t-l 
"-1¡

G(Acetone) differs only rnarginal_Ly froru G(-HZO) depending
upon the exact stoichionetry of the termLnating reactÍon {53}.

The portíon of expression {54} in square brackets predicts
a ]-arge al-cohol independent chain yield which agrees r¡rith Èhe

results as represented in FÍg.3.3. At zero 2-propanol concentration
Co{-ltrOr) = 33.4. Assrmring the fol-lowing val-ues for G"-, GH,

aq

GOtt, GxrO2 (13) and the rate constanrs k5g, k51,and k¡O * k37

(14) ' the rate constant ratío kgo/ksl (or ko/kr) can be readily

f-
c(-H202) = 

lt";o 
- "rro, + ." fSg,-rf -r4 * b(."]o *

L 
LL 

l\l\'.\,)J kv

+ (' * k3o 
)*trl 

ç";o * çH * Gonf [(cH3)2cHoHl

\ n¡z/ \ ,\r, /

'""] 

,

calculated.
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c - = 2.28
e

aq

G¡i = 0.57

GO" = 2.25

c,, ^ = O.77n2'2

:::::;:::ìtl::-:1;f : j. ::._;i;,:;,::l:ì::tl:::r.r..":

(4ø¡

k50=5xl07t"t-l 
"-1

k5l = 2'5 x 106 M-l s-l

k30 * k37 = 1.4 x 109 M-I s-l

= 6.2. The low value for the
predlction that abstractlon of
is an lmportant factor in the

::ï:.':ìi:::;l-.1:::

The ratio was found ro be kgO/kSZ

rate constant ratio confLrms the

ß-hydrogens from 2-propanoL by OH

mechanÍsn. Assr¡¡uing the value of
(14) gíves:

kgo = 1'2 x 109 u-l 
"-1

k37 = 2'o x 1oB M-l s-l

In addition the non-specificity of hydrogen abstraction
by OH has been suggested by resul_ts from pul_se radiolysÍs
experÍments (47). The oxidation of simpl-e organic radicars was

followed by dlrect measurement of the bleachíng of the optical
absorption spectrum of the ferricyanide ion. Two component

bleachíng kinetics indÍcated that more than one radical oxidation
process r^ras nç.cúrLng. The rnore-råpfd component was attributed
to the oxídation of the a-radical, for exampJ-e, for 2-propanol,

{30} oH + (cH3)2crroH + (cnr)rðoH + Hzo

{ssi (cär)rðon + [r.(c¡r)ul3- + (cu3)2co + H+ + [re(cu)u14-

The slower process rÀras at,tributed to the oxidation of radical

products formed by hydrogen abstractÍon from sites other than
the o-carbon atom. Adams stat,es that the decay processes were

usualLy too slow to avoid kinetic compllcations arlsing from

k3O * k' to be 1.4 x 109 t"t-l "-l
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competftíon by radical-radlcaL reactions of the type,

{53i 2 II + 2,5-Hexanediol-, or (CHr)rCo + (cII3)2cHoH

A value of 95"/" attack by OH at the o-posltÍon in 2-propanol was

obtained by direct measurement of the fraction of ferricyanide
bl-eached in the rapid process compared r,¡Íth that observed ln
methanol- sol-ution (I00"Á a-carbon attack) irradfated under iso-
-dose conditíons. Approxirnately 5% error is involved in rnaking

this measurement, hence the value of. 951l for percentage a-attack
can be regarded as an upper liurit. Although this percentage is
somewhat higher than the val-ue of. 86"Á a-attack in 2-propanol
obtaíned from kr'/kr, = 6.2, the evidence further supports the
postul-ate that hydrogen atom abstraction by OH is less specific
than previously supposed.

The second portíon of expression {54} predicts a linear
dependence of the yields on 2-propanol- concentration and no

dependence on peroxide concentration which conforms precÍsely
to the experimental results as shown in Figs.3.l and 3.3. The

coefficient of [2-propanol] corresponds to the slope of the line
Ín Fig.3.3. However, this coefficÍent includes a dose rate
dependent t,erm whích predicts an lnverse square root dependence

of yiel-ds on the dose rate and extrapolaÈion to the zero alcohol
intercept at high dose rates. As can be seen from Fig.3.4
G(Acetone) is not the predÍcted linear function of (L/D>'4,

al-though the yíeld decreases with increasing dose rate and the
curve can, without diffÍcultyn be extrapolated to the appropriate
intercept. The fact that there 1s a dose rate effect confirms
that a bímolecular termination process such as {53} is occurring,
but the curvature of Fig.3.4 indicates that there ís in addition
an apparent first order termination whÍch becomes increasingly
furportant at lovr dose rates.

If ít is assumed that at the highest dose rate used
. lq -l -r(1.75 x 10" eV 1's') termination is prÍnarily by the binolecular
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process {53} ft ís possible to estÍmate a lower linit for the
rate constant of the conversfon reaction {sz}. using kgo/k37 =

6.2 and Buxtonrs values for the prinrary radical yÍelds (13) and
assuming a value of 2 kr' = 2.0 x 109 t't-I "-1 for the bimoLecular
teminatlon reaction, the rate constant k' can be calcuLated frour
the slope of G(-Hroz) u. fz-rropanot] (Fig.3.3). The t-ower tlnir
of ky so estfmated Ís 53 t 15 tt-I "-1. This estfmate is nearl-y
two orders of magnftude less than the observed rate constant for
the corresponding nethyl radlcal reaction {56},

{56} .cH3 + (cn3)2cuon -} cH4 + (cnu)rðon

but thÍs, 1n view of the highly ordered transition state required
for such a reactlon, may not be unreasonable.

Thomas (44) has noted that the absolute value of .CH,

radical rates is signiflcantly less than the corresponding II atom
rates and that thls 1s due to two factors: a) the methyl_ radícaL
is planar and an activation energy is required to reach the
transltion state which has the character of the tetrahedral methane
mo1ecule, and b) the pre -exponentfal or A factors for nethyl
radÍcal reactions are much srnaller than the A factors for H atom
reactions due to the significant amount of entropy lost by the
'CHt and the solute in forming the transÍtion state of the reaction.
Reaction {52i wouLd have a sínilar activatÍon energy to reactÍon
{56} , however, the transÍtion state for reactíon {52} would be
more ordered than the analogous methyl radicaL reaction resulting
in an even smal-ler A factor than for the .cH, reaction {56}.
Therefore, ks. shoul-d be less rhan kr. (kSO I 3.4 x to3 u-l "-1 - 4A)
which ís in fact observed.

As prevÍously noted in the results, the presence of acid
has no effect on G(Acetone) and c(-H202) yÍelds. rn acid solution
the hydrated electron wourd preferentlalry react with the acld.

{8} ..n + t3O* + II + HZO



The yield expression

ÍdentÍcal to equation

(4e)

for HrO, reduction in
{54}.

acld solution is almost

{54a} G(-H - *Gonl-
aq/

+G,.+n [{crrr)zcnonJ

2k53D

rn the low dose rate studies, a reduction fn the yÍeld of acetone
was observed on increasing the concentration of hydrogen peroxide
(Table 3.2) suggesting that a reaction such as {57} may be the
competing first order termÍnatíon process.

{s7} Hzoz + crr3(¿riz)cuon -} (cH3) 2crron + Hoz

Subsequent reactÍons of the It02 radical would cause inhibitÍon

and a reduction in the yield of acetone.

1.0 M - Pure 2-Propanol I 0.01 M H2O2

As the concentration of 2-propanol is Íncreased to values
greater than 1.0 M the yield of acetone increases less rapÍdly
reachÍng a maximum of G(Acetone) ¡,100 in the regÍon of 3.7 M

(Fie.3.5). This levellÍng off ln the yield of acetone could be

attributed to the increasing rate of reaction {52} wfth increasing
alcohol concentratÍon. If reaction i52) becornes sufflciently rapid
it uray no longer be excl-usívely rate controJ-ling and the chain
length r^rould be determined Ín part by courpetitÍon between reactÍons
{31} and t38}.

{3I} r + Hzoz + (cH3)2co + Hzo + oH

i38) 2r + (cH3)2co + (crr3)2cHoH

This would result in a transÍtion to a sítuatÍon in which the

ktl

kst
l
+

t-

2oz) = 

l(."..";o)
L

,/t * oro ks
-\Ç

fkso 
(k:o

l.t=l-,o

{þ,\

ï

* kgo (,c.--\
kzl

.'Y
-t

*rtf
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reaction becomes índependent of alcohol concentratfon and first
order in hydrogen peroxide. rn fact, fn this region, the yield-
dose curve for hydrogen peroxíde reduction becomes non-linear
although at none of the higher alcohol concentrations ís it
conpletely first order.

At alcohol- concentrations in excess of 4.0 M the chain
yield of acetone decreases to a lÍsritíng value of 16.3 t 1.0 in
pure 2-propanoJ-. There are at least two possible explanati_ons for
thls decrease. The arguurent presented above suggests that, with
increasing alcohol concentration, the ylel-d should increase to a

maximum liniting value and then remain constant. This assumes,
however, that the primary ylelds of free radÍcal intermediates
remaÍn unchanged r¡hÍch ís htghly improbable as the systen is
changed from pure water as sol-vent to pure 2-propanol_. A decrease
Ín the prÍnary yíeJ.ds rsÍth íncreasing alcohol concentratíon may

cause a decrease Ín the acetone yields. Hor,rever, it is highly
unlíkely that the prÍmary yÍelds would change sufficiently to
account for such a marked decrease in G(Acetone).

rn a study of the photoÍnduced reaction Barrett et aL.(26)
found an aLmost identical- change in the quantum yietd for hydrogen
peroxide reductfon although the primary quantum yield of peroxfde
homolysis is said to remain constant in thfs concentration range.
The decreaslng yieLd was aÈtributed by Barrett to reaction of the
product OH radicals wfth alcohoL molecules in the ',primary
photochemical cage". The paral.leJ- between the radiatíon chemicar
results reported here and the photochernical- results rnakes this
explanatíon unLikely since the radíation chemÍcal "sÞur" is not
analogous to the photochemÍcal "cage".

It is proposed that rÀrÍËh increasing 2-propanoJ. concentration,
and conseguent increase in the rate of reaction {52}, reactÍon
{31} becomes the principal rate controlling propagation step.
The decrease in G(Acetone) results fron the effect of the
decreaslng dielectric constant of the rnedÍun on the formation
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of a polar transition state fn reacÈion {3I}. fnis reaction rnay

be thought of as an electrophilic substitution reaction of the
organic radical with an H^O^ molecule.¿¿ 

H

,' .3 . /o $t,{31} Ho-c. (o+¡ + (6-) o + Ho-...c....oH + oH\\_-acH3 H e"¡

The reaction of the poJ-ar radLcal r with the polar rnolecul_e HrO,
would Ínvolve the fomatÍon of a polar transition state. Ilowever,
lt is known that with decreasing dielectric constant the rate of
reaction bet¡¡een two df.poJ-es decreases (49). Therefore at high
alcohol concentrations the activation energy of formation of the
polar transÍtion state increases and hence the rate of the
propagatíng reactÍon {31} and with it the chaÍn yÍeld is reduced.

At high 2-propanol concentratÍons there Ís a sÍgnificant
dose rate effect on the yields of acetone (Table 3.3). Although
this dose rate effect approaches, but never equal-s, a simple
inverse square root dependence, the evidence supports the
suggestion that reaction {31} fs the maln rate controlling
propagation reaction at high alcohoL concentrations. The absence
of clear cut dose rate data suggesÈs that mixed termÍnation is
occurrfng in .concentrated 2-propanol solutions.

sherman (50) has reported the formation of methane and

acetfc acÍd in chain yields fn addftion to acetone fn the radiation
induced oxidatíon of aLkaline 2-propanol by nltrous oxfde. The

formatíon of methane and acetÍc acid r¿as accounted for bv the
stolchlonetric reactÍon,

{58i (cH3)zcHoH + Nzo + cH3cozH + Nz + cH4

No chain for¡nation of methane has been observed in the oxidation
of neutral aqueous sol_utíons of 2-propanol by H2OZ, thus
discountfng the possibtl-ity of a reacrion analogous to {5g} wÍth ,2o2.
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0.52 M 2-Propanol / <IO-3 yr HZoz

At a constant concentrat,ion of 2-propanol (0.52 M), the
rate of peroxide removal belorv to-3 l,t Hro, becomes d,ependent on ,,,, ..i,
its concentration (Ftg.3.6) and becomes essential-ly first order
in iltro, belor¡ to-4 u. Thrs indícates that the rate of reactÍon
{31} has become sufficiently sJ.ow to become rate determining at
these low peroxÍde concentrations ..:: ....

I.lhen the concentration of HrO, reaches íts steady-state ', '

varue the requirement of oxidation-reductlon balance in the 
.,,,,,,., ,

system predicts that,

i59i G(Net oxidatlon) = G(Net reducrÍon)

{60} G(Acetone) =Ç(fi^) =Ç +c' ' z' -H2' "H

This latter value is expected to be of the order of 1.0 (13) in
good agreement with the experímental val_ue of G(Acetone) = 0.97 t 0.05.
The magnítude of the steady-state concentration of Hro, coul-d be

used t,o determÍne the relatÍve rates of the terminating and

propagatfng reactions but as stated before this quantity was found
to be rather irreproducible.

3.3 Further ![ork

rt has been established that abstraction of hydrogeri aÈoms

fron 2-propanoL by oH radicals Ís less speclflc as to the site
of reaction than previously believed. Al-so, the presence of two

distfnct alcohol derived radfcal species has been demonstrated
to have unusual mechanistic and kinetic inpJ-ications for the
oxidatíon of 2-propanoL by Hzoz. A new mechanism was therefore
proposed for the oxidation of 2-propanol.

It is now desirable to establish the generalÍty of this
mechanism. rn order t,o do this it was decided to compare the
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effect of y-radfation on the oxÍdat,ion of aqueous ethanol solutions,
where formation of tr¿o distinct soLute derived radicals is possibl-e,
and the effect of y-radiatlon on the oxÍdation of aqueous meÈhanol
solutions where only one soLute-derived radícal species can be
formed.

The oxidation of ethanol should be analogous t,o the
oxidation of 2-propanol. A contrast should be observed Ín the
oxidation of methanol. The results of Èhese investlgations are
presented fn the fo1LowÍng section.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - EÎHANOL AND METHANOL

4.1 Results

The y-radiation induced oxidation of ethanol and methanol
in deaerated aqueous solutions by hydrogen peroxide has been
investigated. ResuLÈs from these studies are discussed below.

Ethanol / lt^O^¿¿

The hydrogen peroxide removal yield in the presence of a

constant concentratÍon of ethanol (1.71 M) is shor.m in a dose-
yield pLot, Fig.4.t. The fÍgure is a composite graph conpiled
fro¡n several runs with different starting concentrations of
hydrogen peroxide. The yield is independent of hydrogen peroxide
concentration ín the range 5 x l0-2 M to 5 x l0-3 M H^o^.¿¿

All dose-yield plots for peroxide removal are linear
allowing accurate calculation of G(-H2o2) values. A typlcal dose-
yield p10t 1s illustrated Ín Fig.4.2. The stoíchiometric
equivalence of peroxfde removal and acetaldehyde formation is
clearly demonstrated in the same figure. For the particular
concentration of ethanoL used (0.085 M), G(-HZO2) = 46.6 t 1.5
and G(CH,CHO) = 46.8 ! 1.5. Addirional c(-H202) and c(cH3CnO)
yields obtaíned at several dtfferent concentrations of ethanol-
are tabulated in Table 4.1.

The peroxÍde removal yields and acetaldehyde formation
yields are lfnearJ.y dependent on the concentration of ethanol ín
the range 0.08 M to 0.9 M ethanol. This Linear dependence of yields
on ethanol- concentration ís demonstrated ín Fig.4.3. ExtrapolatÍon
of both yields as shown in Fig,4.3 produces the fol_lowing results,
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Fle.4. I

Dose-yield plot f.or HrA, removal.

[nthanolJ = f.71 M.

rnfrial [nrorl: (O) 5 x 10-2 t"t

(o) 2xlo'2¡q
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Fl'e..4.2

Dose-yíeld plot for HrO, removal

formation. I ftnanol] = 0.085 M.

rnf tlal ¡nro2l 
= 

2 x 1o-2 I'l

(O) HZOZ removal

(O) CIITCIIO formatíon

and CHTCIiO
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Fie.4. 3

Plot of C(-HrOr) and G(CHTCHO) agalnst

[ntnanol]. Dose Rare = 1.48 x 1019 ev l--I 
"-1.

( o ) c(_rr2o2)

(o) c(cH3cHo)
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TABLE 4.1

c(-H202) and c(CH3CHO) yields ar various

i:':1P':'.:Il
Ietrranor]

-lmolel- noleZ

c(-rr2o2) c(cH3cHo)

0.085 0.15

0.17 0.31

0. 51 0 .94

0.85 1.60

1.71 3.3

3.43 7.0

8.57 22.4

Pure 100

EthanoL

46.6 46.5

48.2

53.9 53. I

58.9 58. r

65. I

74.7

52.L

L8.2

co{-ttrOr) = 45.4 ! L.5 and eo{CttrCtto) = 45.5 t 1.5 at zero erhanol_
concentration, lndicatlng the presence of a large alcohol lndependent
chaín term. The f.inear dependence of yields on ethanol concentration
does not hol-d for concentrations greater than I M ethanoL.

The effect of altering the dose rate on the chain removal
of hydrogen peroxide for a constant ethanol concentratlon fs
shor¿n in Fig.4.4. e (-uror) yÍeJ-ds are plorred against (L/n)k where
D is the dose rate in ev l-t s-r. The results are arso tabulated
Ín Table 4.2. Fíg,4.4 cLearly shows that there ís a dependence
of c(-H202) on (Lh)".

Peroxide removal yieJ-ds were obtained over a wide range
of ethanol concentratíons. The yields are compiled ín Table 4.1.
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FÍg.4.4

Plot of c(-H202) against (I/D)".

Intfranof] = 0.51 M.
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TABTE 4.2

Dose rate effect: G(-HrOr)

various values of (L/Ð4.

Inirfal ¡nrorl

yiel-ds at

[ntnanor] = 0.51 M.

=2xto-2tt.

Iolo * (Lþ)"

(ev 1-1 t't)-4
c (-H202)

2.60

5. r0

8. 70

53.9

59.4

63.9

The G(-HrOr) VÍelds are also pl-otted against mole percent ethanol
Ín Fig.4.5. From Fig.4.5 Ít is seen thar c(-Hr0r) increases wÍth
Íncreasing mole percent ethanol reaching a maxímum value of. ^'75
at a concentration in the reglon of 3.4 M ethanoL (7%). As the

ethanol concentration is increased above 3.4 M, G(-II2O2) decreases

to a ltmitÍng vaLue of 18.2 ! L.0 in pure eÈhanol solution.
BeLow 5 x 10-3 vI HZoz the rate of peroxide removal- 1s

dependent on hydrogen peroxide concentration as shor,m in the dose-

yield plot, Fig.4.6. The figure is a composite curve made up of
resulËs from runs wfth three different startlng concentrations
of hydrogen peroxide and using a constant ethanol concentration
(0.51 M). Hydrogen peroxíde is removed until a steady-state value
of ru3 x 1o-7 t"t Hzoz is reached.

Methanol / HZAZ

Hydrogen peroxÍde is removed and formaldehyde 1s formed in
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Ffe.4.5

Pl-ot of c(-H2O2) yields agaÍnst mole percent

aIcohol.
( O ) nthanol
(O) uethanol

Initial C(-HrOr) values are used in the case

of methanol.
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FLg.4.6

Dose-yield ploÈ for HrO, removaL.

Iuttranol] = 0.51 M.

Initial Inrorl : (O) 2.5 x tO-3 u
(o) to-3 ¡l
(^) 1o-4 u
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stoichfometrically equivalent chain quentities. For a particular
concentratÍon of methanol (0.13 M) this stoÍchfometric equívalence
is graphÍcally il-lustrated fn Fi.g.4.7.

The rate of peroxide removal shows a first order dependence

on hydrogen peroxide eoncentration over a wide range of methanol
concentration. A typlcal plot of fog[ffrOrJ against irradiation
tirne is seen in Fig.4.8. From the sLope of the straÍght lÍne in
this graph an apparent first order rate constant for peroxide
removal can be caLcul-ated. First order rate constants for peroxide
removal have been detetmined for several- dífferent conceritratíons
of methanol. The rate constanÈs are tabulated in Table 4.3. l,{Íthin
experimentaL error, the apparent first order rate constant for
peroxÍde renoval- is constant over the range 0.1 M to 2,0 M methanol-.

TABLE 4.3

ApparenÈ first order rate constants for

H^O^ removal at different methanol- concentrations.¿¿-t

:=:slaÞg:Lll
[ciron] t0-19 x Dose Rare 104 x u"no.

(rnot e r.-1) (ev t-l s-1) ("-1)

0. t3 1.60

o.49 1.60

0.99 1.60

0.99 0.43

I .98 I .60

8.9

9.6

9.9

4.5

9.5

Fig.4.8 and Table 4.3 both íl-lustrate the effect of altering
the dose rate. The rate of removal of peroxide sho¡¿s a square root
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FLe.4.7

Dose-yield plot for HrO, removaL and HCHO

formation. It'tettranol-] = 0.125 M.

InlrÍal [ttzoz] = to-2 u.
(O) H,OZ removal

(O) HCHO formation

';:;ìì::;..
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Fie.4.8

Plot of fog IHZoZl against time

removal-. [uethanol] = 0.99 M.

rnltial- [nzoz] = to-2 u.
(O) Nornal dose rate
(O) ¿ttenuation to 26 7.

f.or HrO,
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dependence on the dose rate.
Inltial c(-H2O2) ylelds are independenr of methanol

concentration 1n the range 0.1 M to 2.0 M rnethanol as shoq¡n in
Fig.4.5. Initial c(-H202) yields onl-y can be used because of the
dependence of yields on hydrogen peroxÍde concentration. In Fig.4.5,
as the nole percentage of methanol is Íncreased above,v7%,

inftial G(-H2O2) yields decrease gradually to a llmiring val-ue

of 5.0 t 0.5 in pure methanol. InltÍal c(-H202) yields aÈ various
methanol concentratlons are compfled in Table 4.4.

TABLE 4.4

Inltial G(-H'Oâ) yields at various¿¿
concentrations of rnethanol.

. Í t ---2Initial- lH.,O,,J = 10 - l't.'¿¿-

Iueon]

mole 1-1 mole%

Inirial c(-Hzo2)

0.49 0.89

o.99 I .82

1 .98 3.72

7.35 15.5

L2.35 29.4

L9 .76 60.7

Pure 100

Methanol

27.8

27.0

27.0

L6.2

L2.9

9.9

5.0
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4.2 Discussion

0.085 - 3.0 M Erhanol / 5 x l0-2 - 5 x tO-3 u nro,

The results from the chain oxídatÍon of ethanol compare
favourably with the results associated r^rith the chain oxidation
of 2-propanol- in sinilar concentration regions.

As discussed previously, 2-propanol r¡as oxidized to acetone
and hydrogen peroxide was removed in stoichiometrically equfvalent
chafn yields. The yields were Índependent of hydrogen peroxlde
concentratÍon in the range 5 x l0-2 M to r0-3 M Hzoz and linearly
dependent on 2-propanol concentration in the range 0.13 M to r.05 M

2-propanol" The plot of G v. IZ-fropanot] extrapolated to a large
positÍve intercept at zero alcohol concentration. The vields
showed an unusual_ dose rate effect.

For ethanol, it fs observed that the peroxide removal
yields are índependent of peroxÍde concentrati.on in the range
5 x 10-2 M to 5 x 10-3 M Hzoz and linearly dependent on ethanol-
concentratfon in the range 0.08 to 0.85 M ethanol. Ext,rapolation
of the G v. [rtnanotJ plot yÍeLds a large posirfve ínrercepr at
zero al-cohol concentration Índicating a large alcohol independent
chain yÍeld. A dose rate effect on the yíe]-ds Ís noted.

The rnechanlsm proposed to accourit for the effects observed
in aqueous 2-propanol solutions can be used to expJ_aÍn the results
in aqueous ethanol solutLons. The proposed mechanism follor¡s:

oH, H3o+, Hzoz, Hz

+OH+OH-

' l'. .'..: _, : :., li-'a','ii : i': .
:':.-i':'-::-i: irï.;-11:.¡tr]',:rìi'

{ r3}

{3e}

{40}

{6r }

{34}

H^0 -.^/^.-> e H. a9..

""0 + Hzoz

H + cH3cH2oH

H + cH3cHzoH

+ crr^cHoH
J

-'H -2

+Hz

+Hz
+ .cII2CHzOH

oH + cH3cH2oH
aO + CII^CHOH

J
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{62} oH + cH3cH2orI -} Hzo + .cH2cH2oH

{35} Hzoz + curöuon + cu3cno + oH + Hzo

i63] .cH2cHzoH + cH3cH2oH + cH3cH2oH + cHrönon

{641 2.CH2CH|OH + l'4-Buranediolr or cHrcHo + cH3cHzoH

Arguments for the inclusion of reactions i6l], {62}, {63}
and {64} are brlefly discussed below:

Hydrogen atoms have been shor¿m to abstract g-hydrogens from
ethanol (51). A val-ue for rhe rate constant rarlo k4olkot =L2.6
was deter:nined. Therefore reactlon {61} must be included Ín the
mechanÍsm.

considerabLe evidence has been presented in the preceding
chapter that oH radicals readily abstract ß-hydrogens from
2-propanoL (21,43). sinilar evidence rnay be used to support the
conclusion that oH radicals readtly abstract ß-hydrogens from
ethanoL. The ESR spectrum of -cHzcu2oH was observed upon photoLyzing
solutlons of ethanol and $¡ater contarnÍne L% Hro, (43). Adans and
hlillson (47) conclude fron pulse radiolysfs studÍes on the
oxídation of organic radicals in aqueous soJ.ution, that the
percentage of oH attack at the o-carbon Ín ethanoL Ls g7%. Hence

reactÍon {62} must be incLuded in the nechanism.
The anal-ogue of the hydrogen atom transfer reaction {63}

ín 2-propanol has been ful-ly discussed in the previous chapt,er.
Supporting evidence for reactÍon {63} cones from ESR work. The

Íntensity of the ESR spectrum of .¡cH2cH2oH observed by Livingston
and Zeldes (43) was enhanced on increasing the reLatÍve percentage
of water, ínplying that reactlon {63i is occurrfng. Reaction i63}
Ís the rate control_ling step ln the mechanism.

The excLusíon of a reaction of the ß-radícalr .CHTCHTOH,

with HrO, Ín an oxidatíve step is supported partl_y by the
observatíon that the ß-radical ís much less reactive as a reductant
(47) and partly by the ESR evidence of Norman and l.resr (22) who

observe that the radical curðuou reduces IIro, urueh rnore readl.ly
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than 'CHTCH2OH.

Reaction t63) is in competÍtion with the
{64}. 1,4-Butanediol úras tentatÍvely identtfÍed
product using vapour phase chromatography.

On the basÍs of the proposed nechanlsm an

the yield of HrO, removal can be derived.

termínation reaction
as a reactíon

expression for

{65} c(-H2o2)

(o ts the dose rate

. %,,1= 

[',,

1t 
+ r..ro\r'

+l -l\ ourl

in units of

' t",o^ *lt" k¿o(kg + norì + k34(ce-¿z 
I %lq'.%,t Ç 

aq

æ (G";q+ GH + torf [urtcnronJ

\,**'/
6.02 x to25 .v t-l 

"-1)

A simll-ar expression may be derÍved for G(CH3CIIO) r¡hich
dif fers only ín the inÍtial non-chain term, G"- - Gtt-O_, which

-aq -2-2
depends upon the exact stoÍchiometry of the terminatÍng reaction
{64}.

The form of thís yield expression is in excellent agreement

vrÍth the experÍmental results. The portion of the yiel-d expresslon
1n square brackets represents a J"arge al-cohol independent chaÍn
yíeI-d and therefore also represents the fntercept obtaÍned on

extrapolatÍon of Fig.4.3 to zero alcohol concentration. A value
for the rate constant ratio kg4lkøz rnay be determlned fron thís
expressÍon. using co{-ttror) = 45.4 at zer.o ethanol concentration
and the values of G"- , GH, GOH, GH^O^ (13) cited in the previous-aq "2-z

chapter and assuming values for k40, k6l, k34 * k6Z (14),

k4o = 1'6 x 107 M-l s-l

k61 = 1'7 x 106 M-l s-l
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kg4 * k6z = l. l x tog M-l s-l

the ratio kyr/koz.,, the relative probability of abstractfon by oH

from the cr- and ß-positions in ethanol, is found to be g.6. This
may be compared to the estimate of. 6.2 for the analogous ratio
when 2-propanol is the substrate. Adams and tr{ill_son (47) have
estimated that 977" and g5i4 of the radicals formed by oH attack
on ethanol and 2-propanol respectively are the result of attack
at the o-position, whereas the rate constant ratios found in this
work correspond to 9oz and 861l o-attack. These percentages are
significantl-y lower than those found by Adans and wÍllson.

The value of. 977" attack by oH at the cr.-positÍon of ethanol
corresponds to a ratío of. krOlkUZ = 32.3 (47). Howevero Lifshitz
and steín (51) quote a value for the relative probabÍlfty of
abstractíon by H fror¡ the cl- and B-posÍtions of ethanol, of
krrolkøt =t2.6. Based solely on the relatfve exother¡ricitfes of
hydrogen atom abstraction reactlons by H and oH, one would expect
that the relatíve probability of abstraction by oH from the c-
and $-p6sftions in ethanol would be less than 12.6, that is,
hydrogen abstraction by oH radfcals fs less selective than hydrogen
abstraction by H. The value ot krOlkUZ = 9.6 derived in this work
agrees wiËh the above argument. Therefore, the fígures obtaÍned
by Adams and hlÍllson (47) tot percentage attack at o-posÍtions
of various sorutes by oH must be regarded es upper límits.

Using kg+/kOZ = 8.6 and assumine krO * k6Z = 1.1 x 109 t"t-l 
"-1(r4) gives:

k34 = 1'o x 109 M-l s-l

k62 = l'1 x 108 M-I s-l

These rnay be compared with the values of the corresponding rate
constants for 2-propanol.

109 M-l s-L

108 M-l s-l

..:,;;:'T*.. :.'.- .:,

k30 = L.2 x

k37 = 2.0 x
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The second part of the yiel_d expressfon predfcts, as

observed experÍmentally, a llnear dependenee of the G(-H202) yield
on ethanol concentratÍon and the coefficíent of the alcohol
concentration term includes a recfprocal square root dependence

t-
on dose rate. A plot of G(-HrOr) agalnst (L/D)'" should be llnear
and at extremely high dose rates should extrapolate to a finite
value of Co(-ttrOZ) = 45.4 at zero ethanol concentration. As shor^m

tn Fig.4,4, the system displays a significant dose rate dependence

although ít is not a simple square root relationship. A dose rate
effect Ínplies that ter¡rination by the birnolecul-ar process {64}
is occurring. The observed curvature suggests that, Ín addltlon
Ëo a binolecular termfnation, there 1s a fírst order termÍnation
which becomes sÍgnificant at low dose rates. Reactlon {66} may

be such a first order process.

{66} .cH2cH2oH + Hzoz + cu3crr2ou + Hoz

A sÍ¡nilar curvature was observed in the dependence of
G(Acetone) on (L/ù4 for the 2-propanoL / Hzoz chain reacrion.
In that case the curve can be readily extrapolated to Go(Acetone)

at zeto 2-propanol concentration. Such behavfour is inplÍed by

equation {65}.
Assuning that at the highest dose rate employed termÍnation

is prÍnarily by the bimoLecul-ar reaction {64}, it ís possible to
estlr¡ate a lower linlt for the rate of the converslon reaction
{63}. Using kZrr/køZ = 8.6 and assuming that the bimolecular
termination reaction has a rate constant 2 kø+ = 2.0 x 109 M-l 

"-1,
the value of kU, can be calculated from the sl-ope of Fig.4.3.
The lower lÍrnit for kU, was found to be 16 ! 4 t"t-l "-1. This nay

be compared with the value 53 t 15 u-l "-1 for the analogous

reaction of the ß-radicaL fron 2-propanoL. The rate constants
for the conparable nethyl radical reactions, 4CII3 + (CH3)2CHOH

=3.4 x 103 M-l s-1 = 5-9 x 1 'l -l- and {cn, * CH3çH2SII = 5'9 x 10- M - s -,
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have been determfned by Thonas (44). It is seen tn"t \6H3 + (cH3)zc'o*

is greater than L .*rLch corresponds to the orderîcH3 + cH3cH20H"

observed with the ß-radical reactions, that is, kr, tk63.

The similarfty Ín the results for the radiation induced

chaÍn oxidation of 2-propanol and ethanol- confirms that the

mechanism is the same Ln both cases. the resul-ts from 2-propanol

and ethanol, where two dístinctfve radical specÍes can be fomed
from the respectfve parent alcohol, ere now compared with the

results from methanol-, from whÍch only one radícal specfes can

be derived.

0.i M - 2.0 M MethanoL I LO-z M HZO.,

The oxidat,ion of methanol- obeys simpl-e kinetics: the rate
of hydrogen peroxlde removal is lndependent of methanol concentratíon
(Table 4.3), dependent on hydrogen peroxide concentration and the

square root of the dose rate (FÍgs.4.7 and 4.8). These results
are in direct contrast to the results obtaíned from 2-propanol

and ethanol-.

The contrast in the results r^rhen methanoL is the oxidizabLe
material may be attributed to the fact that onLy one radical,
.CH2OIl, nay be fomed by abstractlon from a C-tI bond in methanol.

In the case of methanol the results conform to the simple

mechanistic scheme:

i13) HrO +a,+ 
"lq, II, OH, H3O+, H2O2'H2

{39} ."o + HZOZ + OH + OH-

{67IIt+cH3oH+H+.cH2oH

{68} oH + cH3oH + H2o + .cH2oH

{69} Hzoz + .cH2oH + IicHo + Hzo + oH

{70} 2 .CH2OII + Ethylene G1ycol, or HCIIO + CII3OH
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Assuni-ng normal steady-state approximatÍons, the rate of
peroxide renoval can be expressed in the following form:

{71} - d[ H2o2]

The expression predícts that the rate of peroxide reduction
will be independent of methanol concentration and, for moderate
to large chaín lengths, fÍrst order ín Hro* which is in excellent
agreement wíth the results. The apparent first order rate constant
incrudes a square root dependence on dose rate whÍch again is in
agreement with the experímental resul-ts. Apparent first order
rate constants are tabulated in Table 4.3. !,rithin experimental_
error the rate constant for peroxide removal Ís constant over
the range 0.1 M to 2.0 M methanol. Any slÍght increase in the
value of the rate constant wfth Íncreasing methanol concentration
may be due to an increase in the total radÍcal yiel-ds. Total
radical- yÍelds are known to increase with solute concentration (13).

Assurning a value of. 2 kr' = 2.4 x 109 lt-l "-1 
(52) for

the bínoLecul-ar termination reaction, a rate constant for the
chaín propagatÍng reactlon may be estímated as k69 = (4.0 t 0.4) x 104

t"t-l "-1. Thfs is somewhat less than the raËe constant found by
seddon and AlLen (29) for the propagating reactíon ln the ethanol-
-Hzoz chain reactfon. rt nay be noted that the rate constant
for reduction of ferricyaníde by .cH2oH is slightly less than
that for reducrion by CttrÔuOH (47).

The small yield of erhylene g1_ycoL, G(Glycol) ru 0.5,
represents approximately 2o"/" of the termination reactions. rn
the photolysis of methanol-water solutions (53), the major
product of radlcaL combÍnatfon of .cH2oH was said to be ethylene
glycol.

The princÍpal numerical results are sumnarlzed in Tabl-e 4.5.

= (t";o - t"ror)o + k6gk"r, + cH + t.r)'l 4 ¡Yrorl

LEdr
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TABLE 4.5

Prínclpal Numerlcal Results

Alcohol % Attack at uu 
:,or:; (no * ,ror)* ,o

o-Carbon by OH (M ^ s -) {U-1 "-f,

Methanol

Ethanol

100

90

,4.0 t 0.4

2-PropanoL 36

16!4

53t15

> 3.0 M Ethanol-, Methanol / 10 ¿ M HrO,

At high concentrations of ethanol and methanol the respective
yields of peroxíde reduction decrease to lirniting values in the
pure solvents (tr'ig.4.5). This phenomenon has previousl-y been reported
for the photoinduced reaction Ín mÍxed water-alcohoL systems (26)

and in the radÍatÍon Lnduced oxidation of 2-propanoL as discussed

in the precedlng chapter. In the photochemical system, the

variation of peroxide quantun yÍelds with ethanol concentration
r'ras attríbuted to a "photochemical- cage" effect and the results
htith z-propanol- and methanol ¡.rere said to be sinilar. The near

dupllcation of the ethanol resul-ts shorm in Fig.4.5 Ín the
photochenical system suggests that this cannot be a "cage" effect
since, Ín a radiation induced reaction, there Ís no analogue of
the prirnary solvent cage.

In additfon the results r¡Íth nethanol, while similar in
that they show a decreasing c(-HrOr) yleLd at hfgh aLcohol

concentrationso do not dispLay a significant lntermediate
maximum yiel-d. It has been prevÍously suggested that the increasing
yields r,¡ith increasÍng 2-propanol-, ethanol concenËration (for
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solute concentrations . 3 M) reflects the lncreasing rate of
reacÈions {52} and {63}. I,Jith methanol, where only one kind of
radical may be fonned, there is no reaction anal_ogous to i52Ì
and {63} and, correspondingly, no increase fn yiel-d with
increasÍng methanol concentration.

I,Iith ethanol (or 2-propanol) at suffícientLy hlgh alcohol
concentration, reaction {63} is no longer the rate controlling
step and reaction {35} becomes rate controlling in competÍtion
wíth a second terminatÍng reactlon i41).

{35i Hzoz + cH3öHoH + cu3cuo + Hzo + oH

{41} 2 CH3öHOII + 2'3-Buranediolr or cllrcHo + cH3cH2oH

Thus a transition to a situatlon in which the yierd ís índependent

of alcohol concentration and dependent on lnror)might be anticipated.
The decrease in yields wíth increasing alcohol concentratíon
could arfse from a decrease in the prirnary radiatlon chemical
yields or, more LÍkely in vÍer"¡ of the parallelisn r^rith the
photochemÍcal- resulÈs, a decrease in the rate of reaction {35}
rn¡ith decreasing dÍelectric constant in the high alcohol concentratíon
range. Reaction {35} can be regarded as havlng a polar transition
state. I^Iith decreasing dielectric constant at hfgh alcohol
concentrations, the activaÈion energy of formation of the polar
transition state increases, hence the rat.e of the propagatÍon
reactlon and r¡ith it the chain length is reduced.

In contrast, methanol, with no mechanism for an initíal_
increase in yield, has a propagation reaction which is ínitially
slower than the corresponding reactÍon {35} ín ethanol. Therefore
the rate of the propagating react,lon, and with it the chain length,
wourd show a contlnuous decrease with Lncreasing methanol content
as has been observed in the resuLts.

:\.:;,.:,:-:.i,1
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0.51 u erhanol- / < 5 x 10-3 M Hro,

Belor¿ 5 x 10-3 yr Hzoz, the chain yields become dependent
upon peroxide concentration. Thfs indicates that reaction {35}
is sl-owing down sufficientry to become rate controllíng in
preference to reaction {63}. Mixed kinetics vyould probably hold
at concentratlons slightLy l-ess than 5 x l0-3 * Hzoz. But at less
than 10 ' l"I Hzo2 essential-ly the simple kinetlcs, predicted by
Seddon and Al-len (29), wouLd be observed.

4.3 Addltfonal Studies

on completion of work on the chain oxÍdation of 2-propanol,
ethanol and methanol it was decided that a study of the radiaÈion
índuced oxÍdatLon of 2-propanor by hydrogen peroxide in the
presence of símple thioLs should be undertaken. The 2-propanol-
'Hzoz chain reaction in the presence of simpJ-e amÍnes has been
previously studled ín this laboratory (54). rt r¿as observed that
increasing the concentration of amine resulted in a decrease in
the yield of acetone. The chain formatÍon of acetone rÂras inhÍbited
in the presence of prinary, secondary and tertiary amines.
Addítion of acid almost completeJ.y removed any ínhibitÍng effect
due to the presence of amine. Mechanisrns !¡ere proposed to account
for the above effects.

rt r^ras felt that the presence of thiols might produce a

slmilar inhibitive effect on the chain formation of acetone in
the 2-propanol- / nro, system. rt Ís well kno¡,¡n that simple sH

compounds such as cysteamÍne (NIITCHTCH2SH) gan readÍly transfer
hydrogen to a solute free radical X. (55).

{72} x. +,*st + xH + RS.

rt ís therefore not unreasonable to assume that in the 2-propanol_-

-HZOZ system reaction i73] can occur, ,
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{ i3} (ctt,).cott + RSH + (cH^) ^cHoII + RS.J ¿ 5-Z

in competÍtion ¡¡ith reaction {31}.

i3IÌ (cnr)rcon + Hzoz + (crr3)zco + oH + Hzo

Increasing the thlol concentration shoul"d resul-t in a decrease

in G(Acetone). Results of these studies on the oxídation of
2-propanol 1n the presence of thiols are presented in the following
chapter.
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5. INHIBITION STUDIES - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Acetone formatÍon yields have been used to monÍtor the
effect of added thiol-s on the radiation induced oxidation of
2-propanoJ- by hydrogen peroxide. PreLimÍnary studÍes índicated
that there rrüas llttLe redÍation lnduced reaction of hydrogen
peroxide with the added thíol-s, hence no interference was expected
from such reactions. All experÍments r^rere carried out in degassed

solution, sÍnce the presence of oxygen also inhíbits the chaÍn
formation of acetone.

5.1 Results

Acetone formation yfelds, in the presence of fixed
concentrat.ions of l-propanethiol-, at three different concentrations
of 2-propanol are Èabulated in Table 5.1. The ínitial concentration
of hydrogen peroxiae [nrorlo = 5.5 x 10-3 tt.

TABLE 5.I

G(Acetone) at three concentrations of 2-Propanol.

104 x [l-rropanethiol] G(Acetone)

(urole 1-1) [2-rropanoll = 0.13 M 0.52 M I.05 M

0.0

0.66

r.22

r .87

3.28

36.1 51.8 70.1

29 .9 4L.6 58.6

L3.7 24 .3 34.9

8.1 16.1 24.1

3.8 7.7 10.6
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For constant concentrations of l-propanethiol-, it is observed
that G(Acetone) increases r.rith z-propanol concentration ín the
range 0.1 M to 1.1 M 2-propanoi-. That thÍs increase is a linear
relatÍonship is cLearly evident in Fíg.5.I. The linear rel_ationship
holds for each concentration of l-propanethiol used. Frorn Fig.5.l
it Ís seen that the intercept val-ues of Go(Acetone) at zero 2-
propanol concentration and the slopes of the G(Acetone) v. lz-propanol]
plots decrease as the concentratÍon of thÍol is increased.
calculated Go(Acetone) and caLculated sl-opes of G(Acetone) v.
[z-rropanot] at various concentrations of l-propanethíol are
collected in TabLe 5.2.

TABLE 5.2

Go(Acetone) and slope of G(Acetone) v. [Z-fropanolJ
plots at various concentratíons of l-propanethíol.

InftÍal [urorl= 5.5 x 10-3 iut.

L.l0* x [1-rropanethiol] co(Acetone) srope G(Acetone) v. [z-rropanol]
(mote t-1)

0.0

0.66

1.22

1.87

3.28

3L.2

25.7

11 .3

6.3

3.2

36.57

31.25

22.87

L7.26

7.28

The data ln Table 5.1 are presented in a separate form in
F1g.5.2. Eí9.5.2 Ís a graph of G(Acetone) yíelds plorred agaínsr
the concentratíon of l-propanethiol-. G(Acetone) decreases r.,rith
Íncreasing concentration of thÍol. The chain productíon of acetone
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Fig.5. 1

G(Acetone) v. [2-fropanol] plots at varÍous

thlol concentratíons.

104 x [l-rropanethíoll : (O) 0.0 M

(o) 0.66 vl

(r) t.22 r4

(tr) 1.87 M

t, . 
(^) 3'28 M

10+ x [2-rropanethiol] : ( 
^) 

3.85 M

:.:,--:,-.
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Ffg.5.2

Plot of G(Acetone) v. [l-rropanethtol]
[2-rropanolJ : (O) o.13 M

(o) o.s2 Ì4

(r) 1.0s M
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is almost completely fnhibíted in the presence of 3.2g x to-4 ¡l
l-propanethíol. rnhibÍtion curves for the three 2-propanol
concentrations (0.13 M, 0.52 M and 1.05 M) studied are shown Ín
Fí9.5.2.

Acetone formatÍon yÍelds have been determined Ín the
presence of 2-propanethiol. The results are coLlected in Table 5.3.
G(Acetone) decreases with increasing 2-propanethiol concentration.
The chain reactíon is cornpletely inhibited in the presence of

-î2.2 x I0 " IvI 2-propanethiol.

TABLE 5.3

G(Acetone) as funcrlon of [2-uropanethiol].

[Z-rropanol] = 0.52 M. [gro¡o= 5.5 x tO-3 l"r.

10- x [2-tropanethioll

(mote t-l)

G(Acetone)

2.L9

3. 85

s.4B

10 .4

22.3

48.4

31.4

23.4

15.7

2.7

For a fixed concentrat,ion of 2-propanol (0.52 M) the
relative effectiveness of either l-propanethiol or 2-propanethiol
as an ínhibitor may be gauged from FÍg.5.3. G(Acetone) fs plotted
against concentratÍon of added thíol. rt fs seen that l-propanethiol
ís a much more effective Ínhíbftor of the 2-propanol / H^o^ chain
reaction than 2-propanethÍoL.
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G(Acetone) v. [ttriof] . [2-rropano{ = 0.52 M.

( O ) 2-PropanethÍo]-

( O) l-Propanethiol
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For a fixed concentration of 2-propanethioL, G(Acetone)
ís found Èo increase lfnearly with 2-propanol concentrat.i.on as

shown in Fíg.s.t. The results are also tabulated in Table 5.4.
Also tabulated is the intercept val-ue at zeto alcohol concentratfon
and the sl-ope of the G(Acerone) v. [z-rropanol] plor for rhat
particular concentration :of ."2-propanethiol used. These results
are simfLar to those observed with l-propanethiol- as the added

Ínhibitor.

TABLE 5.4

G(Acetone) v. IZ-rropanot] .

[2-eropanethiol] = 3.85 x 10-4 lt. Inirial-

[Hzozl = 5.5 x to-3 r"r.

[2-rropano{

(mote l--l)

G(Acetone) c(ecerone) v. [2-fropanol]

30.05

the effect of Íncreasing the peroxide concentration on

the inhibited chain length is shorrm Ín Table 5.5. Arso, the effects
of lowering the dose rate and the pH are also tabulated in Table
5.5. Measurements Ìrere carried out at fixed concentratÍons of
alcohol- (0.52 M 2-propanol) and added thioL.

rncreasing the concentration of hydrogen peroxide restores
G(Acetone) to near the normal uninhfbíted value. A marked dose

0.0

0. 13

0.52

I .05

Go(Acetone) = 16.1

20.2

3r.4

47.8
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TABLE 5.5

InhfbÍted G(Acetone) yÍelds

condltions. IZ-fropanol] =

under various

0.52 M.

Irnror] CondLtion G (Acetone)

L.22 x to-4 t't

1-Propanethío1
[nrorì= 5.5 x to-3 t"r

[nrorì = 2.75 x to-2 n

Dose rate effect:
(Attenuation to 26%)

Acid (pII = 1)

24.3

43.2

44.3 a

27.04

3.85 x tO-4 tt
2-Propanethiol

[nrorì = 5.5 x Io-3 ¡t

lurorl= 2.75 x 1o-2 l,t

Dose rate effect:
(Attenuatton to 26"Å)

Acld (pn = 1)

3r .4

47 .0

42.9 a

30.0 a

a - Iníriaf [nror] = 5.5 x 10-3 tr.

ratê- effect on G(Acetone) yields is observed on attenuation of
the normal dose rate to 26%. Littl-e or no effect on G(Acetone)
yields is seen on adJusting the pH of solutions to pH = I with
perchloric acid.

5.2 Discussion

It is clearly demonstrated by the precedÍng results that
the presence of thiols inhtbits the chain oxfdatÍon of 2-propanol
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to acetone. A nechanism is now proposed to account for the inhfbiÈion
of the formation of acetone:

{13} Hzo 4^,-} .lq, H, oH, H3o+, H2o2, Hz

{39} ".0 + HZIZ + OH + oH-

{50i H + (CH3),CHOH + H2 + (Crir)rcon

{51} H + (cH3)2cHoH .} Hz + CH3(Ôrrz)cHoH

{30} oH + (cH3)2cHoH .} HZO + (Cnr)rôOU

{37} oH + (crr3)2cnou + Hzo + cu3(ôHz)criou

{31} Hzaz + (cH3)2öoH + (cu3)2co + Hzo + oH

{73} RsH + (cur)rcon + (cH3)2cHoH + Rs.

{s2} cH3(ðH2)cHoH + (cH¡)2cHoH + (cH3)2crrou + (crr)rcox

{74} cH3(õHz)CHOrr + RSH + (Crr3)2crroH + RS.

{53} 2 cH3{öttr)cttott + 2,S-Hexanediol, or (cHr)rco + (cH3)2crroH

This nechanism is similar to that proposed to account for
the inhibítion of the chafn reacrion by anines (S+¡.

Interactíon of e]. with cysteamine is a fast reaction with
a raÈe constant equal- tJ=z * 1010 M-l s-l (14). The rate constant
of e]o + RSII Ísrlprobably of the same order of rnagnítude but since

¡nrorl > [nsn] and kr, = L.z3 * 1010 t"t-l "-1 (14), reacrion of
e]O with RSH may be omitted. Also omitted are reactions of H and

OH with RSH. Adams et al. (56,57) have found a value of. 4.9 x 109

t"t-l 
"-l for the raÈe of reaction OH + Cysteamine, using pulse

radiolysis technÍques. Ilowevern ln the radiation induced oxÍdatfon
of 2-propanol, [2-rropanol] tr [nSn], hence reaction of oH wlth
RSH can be neglected even though ko" * *st, might have essentially
the same value "" kOH + Cysteamine. No rate constant data are
avail-abl-e for OH + RSH and H + RSH ro date. It níght be

assumed Èhat kH + RSH 
qrould be slightly greater than kr', but since
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I z-rropanot]
sÍgnificant features of the mechanism are the inclusion

of reactions {73} and {74}.

i73] (ctrr)rÖon + RSH + (cH3)2cHoH + Rs.

{74} cH3(ôH2)CrroH + RSH + (CH3)2CHOH + RS.

Reactfon {73} is suggested by the form of the experÍmental results:
G(Acetone) decreases as the concentration of thiol- is increased:
the chain reaction is alnost completely restored on increasing
the concentratfon of hydrogen peroxide five fold. This evidence
suggests that reaction {73} ís in competition with reaction {31}.

{31} Hzoz + (cnr)rcoH + (cH3)2co + oH + Hzo

As the concentratfon of thiol is raÍsed more c-radicals are

undergoing the radical- repair reaction {73lr, rather than reacting
with HrOr.

The lfnear dependence of acet,one yÍelds on 2-propanol
concentration suggests that the reaction,

{52} cH3(öH2)CrroH + (cH3)2cHoH + (cHr)rcHoH + (cnr)röon

is the rate controlllng propagatÍon step ín competÍtion with a

terminatÍon reaction involving ß-radícaLs. The gradual- decrease
in the slope of G(Acetone) v. [2-fropano{ plots with increasing
thiol concentration Ímplíes that the ß-radlcal, CH3(öH2)CHOH, is
undergoing the radical repair reaction {74}. Reactions {52} and

{74} ate apparently competitive reactions with {74} being
favoured at hígh thfol concentrations.

Equations {73} and {24} represent first order termínatfon
reactions of the chain mechanism. rf termination of the chain
was soLely by fÍrst order processes no dose rate effect on the
yields would be observed. However, accordÍng to the results a

significant dose rate effect ís observed on attenuation of the
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nonnal- dose raËe to 26%. Therefore a blmolecul-ar t,ermlnatíon
reaction in competition wíth reaction {52} is occurring. The results
indicate that reaction {53} is the bínol-ecular termination process.

{53} 2 c]fl'3rcHy' cHoH + 2,5-Hexanediot, or (cHr)rco + (cH3)zclroH

RS' radicals from reactlons {73} and {74i probably react
by birnolecul-ar combination to form the respective disulphides.

{7s} RS. + RS. .} RS-SR

As prevÍously noted, no reactÍon between HrO, and thiol was

observed on Írradiating aqueous sol-ut,ions of 2-propanethíol
and Hror. This evidence suggests that feactÍon betr¡een RS. and

HZO., Èhe analogue of reaction {31}, ís not favoured energetical_ly.
The síurilaritÍes and the differences between the thiol

inhibition and the amine lnhÍbÍtion (54) of rhe 2-propanoLl HnOn

chain reaction are noür briefly summarized:

(i) Both thiols and amines effectively ínhibit the chain
formatíon of acetone from the 2-propanoL l HZOZ sysËem. However,

the results indfcate that the two thÍols studied are much more

effectlve inhÍbitors of the chain reaction than amines. Approximately
0.1 M isopropylamine was needed for almost complete ínhibition
of G(AceÈone) yíeld compared to 3.28 x tO-4 tt l-propanethiol and

-?2,2 x 10 - M 2-propanethiol.
(fi¡ Isopropyl-amine, diisopropylamine and triethylamine

\Àtere equally effective as inhibltors whereas a marked dlfference
was observed between the thlols (Fig.5j3). l-PropaneËhto1 proved

to'be a more effective inhíbÍtor than 2-propanethiol.
(1fi) The Íncrease in G(AceÈone) r¡ith 2-propanol concentration

!üas a linear rel-ationshÍp for both thiols used. In the case of
an amine lnhibited reaction of 2-propanol, the acetone ylelds
increased wíth 2-propanol concentration. A linear reJ-ationship
did not hold over the entÍre alcohol range. The yields were less
than would be anticfpated from a Linear relationship at low
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2-propanol concentrations .

(iv) The presence of acid largely elÍmÍnaÈed the ínhibÍtive
effect, of the added amines. Acid had little or no effect on the

ability of thfols to inhibit the chain reaction (Table 5.5).
Various mechanisms have been proposed to expl-ain the

protecti.on of solutes agaínst the effects of ionizfng radiat,ion
by the addltÍon of a second additive. The mechanisms inctude
(a) prevention, or restrictlon, of attack on the main solute by

free radical precursors due to competitive scavenging by the

additÍve; (b) stabilization of a solute free radical by reaction
wíth Èhe additive molecule or free radical; (c) repair of a solute
free radical by hydrogen transfer from the additive.

Mechanism (c) has been used to explaín the protectÍon of
pol¡nrers irradiated in the presence of sulphydryl cornpounds (SA¡.

Schol-es and l^Ieiss (59) suggest that in biologlcal systems reduction
of prirnarily produced radicals R. by another cell constituent YH

(eg. SII compound) may occur by a hydrogen transfer reaction.
Hydrogen transfer reactions have been used to explain the protective
effect of cysteamine on irradfated bacteriophage (60), DNA and

trypsin (61).

Consfderable experimental evÍdence has been obtained for
the free radical repair rnodel. ESR studles (62) have demonstrated

that the presence of cysteamine ínhibits free radical formatfon

in irradÍated yeast, probably by a hydrogen transfer reaction.
CysteamÍne prevents crosslinking of DNA when irradiated by y-rays

in the forn of a nucleoproteÍn (63). Pihl- et al. (65) have studíed

the Íntermolecular t,ransfer of unpaired spÍns in frozen aqueous

solution from macromolecuLes (eg. Sephadex or Thiogel) to
penicillamÍne (PSH). The transfer 1s influenced by pII, being

somewhat higher in acÍd than ln neutral and al-kaline solutions,
indicating that hydrogen Ëransfer from PSH occurs more readÍly
than electron transfer from PS-. Since aliphatic thiols have

P*S-* t 7, the effect of pH on the extent of transfer míght be
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expected to appear in the aLkaline range.

Pulse radlolysis techniques have been used to follow directly
radical repair by cysteamíne (55,57,66) and Hrs (67). Rate constants
of several- repaír reactions have been determined (57). Adans (57)

has shor.m Èhat radical repair by cysteamíne is favoured in solut,ions
with pH < 8. It was concluded that in radÍcal repaÍr reactions
it is the unionÍzed suJ-phydryl group whÍch is involved Ín the
t,ransfer process. Thts concLusion is in agreement with the ESR

evidence of PihL et al., (65).
ESR and pul-se radíolysÍs studies have provÍded sufficÍenÈ

supporting evÍdence for the hydrogen transfer reactÍons {73} and

{74}.

{73} (cu")röou + RsH + (cH2).,cHoH + Rs.J ¿ 5'¿

{74} cH3(¿H2)cuoir + RsH + (cH3)2cHoH + RS.

ReacËions {73} and {74} are free radlcal repaÍr reactions indicatíng

that the 2-propanol substrate is protected fron radlatíon damage

by nechanÍsm (c). The lack of effect due to the presence of acid
(Table 5.5) agrees with earlier observarions (57,65> rhat the
unlonÍzed sulphydryl group fs lnvol-ved in the repair process. No

evidence was found for protectLon of Z-propanol by mechanisms (a)

and (b).

Little ÍnformatÍon has been gained about the nature of the
reacti.on between any radical R. and SH. Ormerod and ALexander (63)

suggest that R' and sH nay attain the spacial proximity necessary
for hydrogen transfer as a result of molecular movement, or the
reaction nay depend on the movement of the radícal aLong Ëhe

mol-ecul-e by hydrogen atom mÍgration.
In this work it was observed that l-propanethiol is a more

effective lnhibitor of the 2-propanoL I HZOZ chain reaction than
2-propanethiol. Thís evidence sùggests that the ínteractlon of
a- and ß-radicals roith the respective thÍols is quíte stereospecific,
that is, a preferred configuration must be attained before hydrogen
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transfer r,rill occur. Hydrogen transfer from 2-propanethiol r,soul_d

requÍre a more highLy ordered transition state than hydrogen
transfer from l-propanethiol, resulting in the decreased

effectiveness of 2-propanethiol as an inhÍbitor of the chain reactíon.
Thís tends to support the idea that spacial proximÍty is necessary
for hydrogen transfer (63).

No slmple yiel-d expression can be derived by steady-state
approximatÍons fron the inhibition mechanism. Therefore reliable
estimates of the rates of reactions {73} and {74} are unobtaÍnable.
Adams (57) has determined a rate constant for reaction {76},

o 
*-1 

"-1.
k76=4'2xLo"

{76} NH2cH2crr2sH + (cur)rÖou + (cH3)2cHoH + NH2cH2cH2s.

It is possibl-e to speculate that the analogous reaction with
l-propanethfol r¡ould have a rate constant of the same order of
magnitude (kll * to8 l,t-l "-1).
{77} (Grr)rcon + cH3cHzcH2sH + (CH3)zCHOH + CH3CH2CHzS.

Since 2-propanethiol is l-ess effective an inhibitor than
l-propanethÍol, reaction {78} may have a rate constant an order
of ruagnitude less than kr..

{78} (cur)rcori + (cI13)2cllsH + (cH3)zcHoH + (cH3)zcHS.

It is posslble that pul-se radÍolysis may be used to measure

directly k, and krr.
For free radÍcal repair of 2-propanol, both thÍol_s are

superior to amines, since the hydrogen in the SH group is very
l-abile. rt r¡as postul-ated (54) rhat amines inhibited the chain
reaction by interaction of the 2-propanol radical-s with the l-one

pair of erectrons on the nítrogen atom of the amines. rt has been

noted (65) that the anion S- is much less effectlve ín radÍcal
repalr reactions than the uníonized SH group. ThÍs suggests that
amines nay be sírn1lar to S in theÍr abílity to repair radicals,
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that is, amines repafr radicals by an electron transfer process

rather than hydrogen transfer. The lone pair of electrons on the
nitrogen atom Ís readily available for reaction r¡íth a radical
in an electron transfer process accounting for the observation
that prlmary, secondary and tertiary anines are equally effective
at lnhibiting the chain reactíon. If amines inhibíted the chaln
reaction by hydrogen transfer, marked differences r^rould be

observed between the effectiveness of primary, secondary and

tertiary amines as inhÍbÍtors.
Supportlng evÍdence for the dífferent repair mechanism

of thiols and amines comes from the acid effect. AcÍd has lÍttle
or no effect on the ability of thioLs to transfer hydrogen atoms

and thus no effect on the ability of thÍols to inhibit the chain
reactj.on whereas the abilÍty of amines to lnhfbit the chain
formation of acetone Ís J-argely elimfnated by the addition of
acid. The presence of acid has the effect of imnobilizÍng the
lone pair of electrons on the nítrogen atom by forming the
respective protonated amine, for example, (cH3)2cnNnf. rne amines

can no longer partake in electron transfer reactÍons and hence

lose the ability to inhibit the chain reaction. It rnay be

concluded that amines protect the 2-propanol by an electron
transfer reaction which may be cLassÍfied as a modification of
protection mechanism (c).

As described earlíer, for a fixed amine concentration, the
G(Acetone) v [2-fropanot] plot deviated from a lÍnear relarÍonship
at low 2-propanol concentrations. It appears that aÈ low alcohol
concentratfons the amine may restrict inftial attack of H and OH

on 2-propanoL by conpetitive scavenging of these two radicals.
This represents protectfon of a solute by mechanism (a). The

curvature 1n the pl-ot inplies that amines are protectÍng the
2-propanol- by mechanfsm (a) and the modifled nechanisrn (c), with
the modified mechanism (c) predomÍnating at concentrations of
2-propanol > 0.3 M. No evidence \Àras found for the protection
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mechanlsms (a) and (b) in the thlol fnhibited chafn reaction of
2-propanol / H^o¿2'

5.3 Su¡mnary

The presence of simpLe thiols and amines ís found to
ínhibit the y-radíation induced chaÍn oxidation of 2-propanol by

HZOZ. Therefore 2-propanol is protecÈed from radiation damage by

the presence of thiols and amínes, with thÍols being more effective
protectíve agents than amines. Thiols protect 2-propanol fron
radfation damage by H transfer from the unionized sulphydryl
group to the alcohol radfcals (rnechanÍsn c). Amínes protect 2-
propanol- by an electron transfer reactLon with the alcohoL

radicals. Hydrogen transfer is a more favoured reactÍon than

electron transfer. It is felt that this dÍfference can.explain
the relatÍve effectiveness of thiols and amines as inhibitors,
which may have important implications 1n the strrdy of radiatíon
damage and protection of blologÍcal molecules.
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6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER !üORK

There are several worthwhÍle extensÍons of the work
described in the previous chapters:

l. A detailed study of the photoinduced oxidation of aqueous

solutlons of 2-propanol by Hro, shourd be undertaken. The features
of the photochemicaL system should be analogous to the radiation
chemical system. Research could be further extended to the study
of the photoÍnduced oxidation of ethanol and methanol by Hza2,
and the results compared r¡fth those found in thÍs rpork.

Barrett (26) has studied the photoinduced oxidation of
ethanol- by H,ro,r. The results compare with the radiation chemical' ¿¿
study of ethanol. Barrett states that the results from 2-propanol
and methanol are sÍurilar to those fron ethanoL whereas this hrork

has shown Èhat the radiation induced oxidation of ethanoL and

and 2-propanoJ- are similar but both are in narked contrast qrith
the radÍation induced oxidation of methanol-. Barrett has arso
extrapolated the plot of 4(-Hror) v. Mole percent Ethanol to
Ön(prfrnary quantum yield of Hror) at zero alcohol concentratlon.
rf the photochemical system Ís analogous to the radÍation chenical
system, the plot of S(-HrOZ) u. Mole percenr EthanoL should
extrapolate to a large positive intercept at zeto alcohol
concentration. Therefore, there ls obvious disagreement between
Barrettrs work and the radíation chemícal results which can be

cLarified by the detailed study outlined above.

2. The radÍation fnduced oxidatlon of ísotopically
substituted 2-propanol- should be studied, to further verify the
postulate of non-specific hydrogen absËracÈÍon from 2-propanol
by H and oH. I,Iith (cD3)2cHoH as rhe oxidizeable subsrraÈe, rhe
ratÍo of the rates of hydrogen abstraction by oII frorn the o- and

ß-positÍonso ko/ku, shourd increase from the var-ue of 6.2 found
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fn Èhís work. This should result in a decrease in the slope of
the G(Acetone) v. [efconof] plot and also a decrease in rhe
intercept value at zero alcohol concentratlon.

rf (cH^)zcDoH were the oxÍdizabre substrate, k^./k^ r¿ouldJ ¿ ---, --o, -ß "---
be less rhan 6.2. The slope of the G(Acetone) v. [arconorJ pJ.otì,;
should Íncrease along with an increase in the intercept, value at
at zeto alcohol concentration. These experirnents should provide
clear cut evldence for non-specifÍc hydrogen abstractÍon by H

and OH.

3. rnitial experiments !¡ere carrled out in thfs laboratory
in connectlon wÍth this work on the y-radiatfon induced oxidation
of ethylene glycol bv Hror. rt was hoped that the oxldatíon of
ethylene glycol would be analogous to the oxLdation of methanol,
because one radícal species only can be derÍved from the gryco].,
HoöHcH2oH. rt was noted that the rate of peroxfde renoval rnras

essentially first order, and shor¿ed a dependence on dose rate.
However, Ít r,vas observed that acetaLdehyde rnras formed as an
unexpected product in chain yields of the order of g-10. rt r¿as

suspected that the HocHcH2oH radical may undergo a rearrangement
reaction, with acetaldehyde being formed as an ultínate product
of the rearrangement. such a rearrangement reacÈion would
complicate the overalL mechanÍsm. Research should,, be .undertaken

to completely characterize the mechanism of the radiation
Índuced oxidation of ethylene glycol.

4. A nunber of experfments r^rere carried out on the radiation
Índuced oxÍdation of formic acid and sodium formate bv Hror.
FormÍc acid and sodfum for¡rate r¿ere oxidized to carbon dÍoxide
in chain yfeJ-ds, the extent of the reactÍon being monitored by
measuring the peroxÍde removal. The chain reactÍon was studÍed
over a wide range of pH and the results were found to be rather
irreproducible. The pH dependence of G(-Hzoù yields showed rough
agreement r'rlth the resuLts of Husain and Hart (34). Their results
also showed a similar degree of irreproducibility. rf further
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experiments are to be carried out on the fornic acid, sodium

formate I Hno, systems it wourd be advisabl-e to carefully control¿¿
1) the amount of impurÍt,ies and 2) the pII of each solution, to 

:.i,.;
obtain reliable results. 

:_.,,

5. The radiation induced oxidatíon by hydrogen peroxÍde
of a wide varf.ety of organÍc substrates remains to be done, for
example, higher al-cohol-s, diol-s, aldehydes and acÍds. rn addition
it 1s possible that this r¡ork coul-d be extended to aromatic 

,,,

systems. :''
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